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Appendix B 

The additional information below is included to assist those who may wish to submit comments 
pertinent to review under the Paperwork Reduction Act: 

DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTION 

Title: Rail Service Data Collection. 

OMB Control Number: 2140-XXXX. 

STB Form Number: None. 

Type of Review: New collection. 

Respondents: Class I railroads (on behalf of themselves and the Chicago Transportation 
Coordination Office ("CTCO")). 

Number of Respondents: Seven. 

Estimated Time per Response: The proposed rules seek three related responses, as indicated in 
the table below. 

Table- Estimated Time per Response 

Ty~e of Res~onses Estimated Time ~er 
Response 

Weekly 3 hours 
Quarterly 3 hours 
On occasion 3 hours 

Frequency: The frequencies of the three related collections sought under the proposed rules are 
set forth in the table below. 

Table- Frequency of Responses 

Type of Responses Frequency of Responses 
Weekly 52/year 
Quarterly 4/year 
On occasion 2/year 

Total Burden Hours (annually including all respondents): The recurring burden hours are 
estimated to be no more than I, 182 hours per year, as derived in the table below. In addition, 
there are some one-time, start-up costs of approximately 2 hours for each respondent filing. a 
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quarterly report that must be added to the first year's total burden hours. To avoid inflating the 
estimated total annual hourly burden, the two-hour start-up burden has been divided by three and 
spread over the three-year approval period. Thus, the total annual burden hours for each of the 
three years are estimated at no more than 1,186.67 hours per year. 

Table- Total Burden Hours (per Year) 

Type of Number of Estimated Time Freguency of Total Yearly 
Responses Respondents per Response Responses Burden Hours 
Weekly 7 3 hours 52/year 1,092 hours 
Quarterly 7 3 hours 4/year 84 hours 
On occasion 1 3 hours 2/year 6 hours 
Total 1,182 hours 

Total "Non-hour Burden" Cost: None identified. Reports will be submitted electronically to the 
Board. 

Needs and Uses: The new information collections would allow the Board to better understand 
current service issues and potentially to identify and resolve possible future regional and national 
service disruptions more quickly. Transparency would also benefit rail shippers and 
stakeholders, by allowing them to better plan operations and make informed business decisions 
based on publicly-available real-time data, and their own analysis of performance trends over 
time. 

Retention Period: Information in this report will be maintained in the Board's files for I 0 years, 
after which it is transferred to the National Archives. 
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Docket No. EP 724 

UNITED STATES RAIL SERVICE ISSUES 

Digest: 1 The Board directs BNSF Railway Company to submit a detailed 
description of the contingency plans the carrier would use to help mitigate an 
acute coal inventory shortage at one or more generating stations in a region. 

Decided: December 30, 2014 

On October 22, 2014, the Western Coal Traffic League (WCTL) petitioned the Board to 
require BNSF Railway Company (BNSF) to submit to the Board a coal-specific service recovery 
plan, and for the Board to review, approve or revise, and enforce the recovery plan. In support of 
its petition, WCTL states that its electric utility members who are served by BNSF continue to 
experience severe service difficulties. In light of the concerns raised by WCTL's petition and the 
approach of winter weather conditions, the Board issued an order on October 24, 2014, directing 
BNSF to file a reply to the petition no later than November 3, 2014. Other interested persons 
were invited to comment on WCTL's petition by that date. 

On October 28, 2014, BNSF submitted a letter to the Board, which identifies many 
recently completed and planned infrastructure projects which, according to BNSF, would benefit 
its coal franchise. The letter also details various BNSF operational and personnel initiatives to 
improve its transportation of coal. Additionally, BNSF outlines several of its public outreach 
and communications efforts, including its reporting to the Board, to provide transparency to its 
customers regarding the status of its network. BNSF contends that preparing and filing a coal 
service recovery plan, as envisioned by WCTL, would not contribute materially to its customers' 
perspective on its operations.2 BNSF asks that, if the Board is inclined to take additional 
regulatory steps, BNSF be permitted to submit additional regulatory proposals that it believes 
would address systemic service challenges that, according to BNSF, would have the potential to 
have a far greater impact on coal service than the proposal by WCTL. 3 

1 The digest constitutes no part of the decision of the Board but has been prepared for the 
convenience of the reader. It may not be cited to or relied upon as precedent. Policy Statement 
on Plain Language Digests in Decisions, EP 696 (STB served Sept. 2, 201 0). 

2 See BNSF Letter 2; BNSF Reply 8-10. 
3 BNSF Letter 5. 
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On November 3, 2014, BNSF filed its reply in opposition to WCTL's petition. BNSF 
reiterates several ofthe points set forth in its October letter, and also presents several legal 
arguments against WCTL's request. First, BNSF argues that the Board lacks authority to 
mandate service requirements pursuant to 49 U .S.C. § 11145(a)(l ). Second, BNSF asserts that 
the Board cannot compel BNSF to take specific actions related to service absent a finding of an 
emergency under 49 U.S.C. § 11123. Third, BNSF contends that the Board cannot grant the 
relief requested by WCTL because the "vast majority" of BNSF's coal traffic moves under 
private contracts, which are not subject to STB jurisdiction. Finally, BNSF contends that the 
relief requested by WCTL would detract from its overall recovery efforts as other stakeholders 
would seek to obtain similar relief. 

The Board also received comments from several energy companies, legislators, and other 
interested parties generally expressing support for WCTL's petition. Dairyland Power 
Cooperative cites inadequate service to its Alma, Wis. coal-fired power plant that forced it to 
curtail electric generation and seek alternative power sources.4 Similarly, Minnesota Power 
states that it ceased operations at four electric generating units in an effort to preserve coal 
stockpiles.5 Several other power companies also comment in support of WCTL's petition and 
note low coal inventory and reduced deliveries.6 The American Public Power Association, 
Edison Electric Institute, National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, and the 
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association jointly submitted comments and reiterate many 
of WCTL's points, citing low stockpiles and vulnerable rail service as a threat to their members. 7 

Minnesota Governor Mark Dayton, U.S. Senator Amy Klobuchar, and U.S. Senator AI Franken 
also submitted comments expressing support for the WCTL petition.8 From Wisconsin, U.S. 
Senator Tammy Baldwin and U.S. Representatives Ron Kind, Sean P. Duffy, Thomas E. Petri, 
Reid Ribble, and Paul Ryan also wrote to the Board expressing concern about coal service, 
requesting that, if delivery problems persist, the Board require all Class I carriers to submit 
publicly available coal service recovery plans and monitor carriers' progress through weekly 
public reporting.9 

4 Dairyland Power Comment I (filed Nov. 3, 2014). 
5 ALLETE d/b/a Minnesota Power Comment I (filed Nov. 3, 2014). 
6 See Otter Tail Power Company Comment I (filed Nov. 3, 2014); and Ameren Missouri 

Comment I (filed Nov. 3, 2014); see also Consumers United for Rail Equity Comment I (filed 
Nov. 3, 20 14) (citing similar concerns about low coal inventory and electric reliability). 

7 American Public Power Association et al. Comment I (filed Oct. 31, 2014 ). 
8 Comment from Governor Dayton (filed Nov. 3, 2014); Letter from U.S. Senators 

Klobuchar and Franken (filed Nov. 7, 2014). 
9 Letter from U.S. Senator Baldwin and U.S. Representatives Kind, Duffy, Petri, Ribble, 

and Ryan (filed Nov. 19, 2014). 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Rail service performance throughout the national system continues to be a priority for the 
Board. At the Board's September 4, 2014 hearing in Fargo, N.D., shippers from various 
commodity groups and regions explained the impact that less reliable rail service has had on 
their operations. These concerns included significant backlogs for farmers, 10 escalating costs, 11 

inability to transport products to the marketplace in a timely manner, 12 and general concerns 
about the business impacts of rail congestion. 13 Coal shippers, in particular, expressed concerns 
about increased cycle times, being forced to implement coal conservation measures, 14 the 
inability to manage coal piles, 15 and the potential impacts of coal shortages on electricity grid 
reliability. 16 Many shippers also expressed concerns about a lack of regular communication 
with, and inforrriation sharing from, the railroads. 17 

During the Board's two rail service hearings, and in its recent filings, BNSF generally 
acknowledges that it has not met customer expectations with regard to its movement of coal. 18 It 
also notes that it has been working aggressively towards remedying ongoing service issues to 
meet customer demand. 19 To address these issues and improve its coal service, BNSF states that 
it has undertaken the following initiatives: increasing hiring, locomotive and car acquisitions, 
and capital investment in maintenance and capacity expansion;20 investing in northern corridor 
infrastructure, including network capacity expansion;2 adding two double-track projects to its 
infrastructure investment plan to support its coal route;22 making network-wide investments, 
including terminal and capacity expansion projects that it states will result in a stronger railroad, 

10 Sept. Hr'g Tr. 218, U.S. Rail Serv. Issues, EP 724 (Sept. 4, 2014). 

II d L at 219. 
12 Id. at 228. 
13 .!fh at 229, 233. 
14 ld.at127. 
15 Id. at 151. 
16 Sept.Hr'gTr.151. 
17 Id. at 219. 
18 BNSF Reply 2 ("BNSF readily acknowledges that current service has not met its 

customers' expectations or its own high standards in all parts of the network."); Sept. Hr' g 
Tr. 90; Apr. Hr'g Tr. 181, 190, U.S. Rail Serv. Issues, EP 724 (Apr. 10, 2014) (acknowledging 
customer concerns generally and about coal, and describing BNSF's response to increased coal 
demand). 

19 BNSF Reply 2. 
20 BNSF Letter 2. 

21 Id. 

22 ld.at3. 
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improving service for all customers;23 im~roving fluidity on the coal network through 
maintenance projects across the network; 4 preparing enhanced Winter Action Plans, including 
new resources for the 2014 winter season to better handle extreme weather;25 and decongesting 
the network by strategically removing a small number of coal sets.26 

With respect to this final point, WCTL expresses concern regarding an alleged near-term 
plan for BNSF to withdraw 60 coal-train sets from service. In response, BNSF states that it has 
no plan to withdraw 60 coal-train sets; rather it says that it identified an opportunity to reduce 
congestion on certain lanes by removing a total of fewer than 30 coal-train sets.27 BNSF asserts 
that, by strategically removing a small number of coal-train sets, it is decongesting the system 
and improving overall velocity for its utility customers.28 It states that the cuts are not across
the-board, but involve specific coal customers where BNSF has identified an operational and 

I . 1' d . 29 contractua opportumty 10r set re uct10ns. 

WCTL's petition conveys the concern that exists among WCTL members with regard to 
coal rail service and the potential impacts of poor service, particularly going into the winter 
months. Although WCTL's petition does not specifically describe the extent of the coal supply 
shortage that its members have been experiencing,30 relevant data regarding coal supply is 
prepared by U.S. energy regulatory agencies. The Board monitors developments at these 
agencies closely in order to assess the overall coal supply picture and augment the information 
we receive from rail carriers and shippers. Reports issued by the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) indicate that, over the past year, approximately 75-80% of coal-fired plants 
nationwide maintained coal stockpiles in excess of 30 days, and a significant proportion of those 
plants maintained stockpiles in excess of60 days. 31 EIA's most recent update shows that 

23 I d. 
24 
~ 

25 Id. at 3. 
26 BNSF Letter 3-4. 
27 
~at4. 

28 
~ 

29 
~ 

3° For example, the petition does not include information regarding WCTL's members' 
current versus historical coal stockpile levels; historical, actual and projected burn rates; current 
versus historical cycle times and cycle time trends; a description of available mitigation; and the 
availability and costs of procuring replacement power from other sources. As noted earlier, 
however, two commenters, Dairyland Power and Minnesota Power, did cite specific decisions to 
curtail electric generation. 

31 See U.S. Energy Information Administration, Electric Power Sector Coal Stocks: 
October 2014 (Dec. 23, 2014), 
http://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/update/fossil_fuel_stocks.cfm (scroll down to "Capacity 
by days of burn" chart). 
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nationwide, 52.2% of coal-fired plants maintained stockpiles in excess of 60 days; 39.8% of 
plants maintained stockpiles between 30 and 60 days; and 8% of plants maintained stockpiles of 
less thanJO days. 32 Coal stockpiles in certain states, however, are lower than historical levels. 
At an open meeting of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) held on 
December 19, 2014, FERC staff noted that coal stockpiles in Iowa and Oklahoma are more than 
40% lower than last year's level, and coal stockf:iles in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Missouri, and 
Texas are between 25 and 40% below last year. 3 Representatives of a regional transmission 
organization and a utility also provided testimony at FERC's open meeting about specific coal 

. reliability situations, most of which appeared to reflect some progress on stockpiles.34 

The Board has been collecting specific service performance data from Class I railroads 
across all commodities. U.S. Rail Serv. Issues-Data Collection (October 8 Order), EP 724 
(Sub-No. 3) (STB served Oct. 8, 2014). Several categories of data collected under the October 8 
Order specifically provide insight into BNSF's coal service performance, including: 

• System average train speed for coal unit trains (part of Item 1 ). BNSF's reports to 
date show system average train speed for coal unit trains around 17 to 19 m.p.h. 
This remains below recent historical levels (2009-mid 20 13), which ranged from 
20 to 24 m.p.h. 35 

• Weekly average dwell time at origin for coal unit trains (part of Item 4). BNSF's 
reports to date show weekly average dwell time at origin for coal unit trains 
around 4 to 5.5 hours. 

• Average daily coal unit train loadings versus plan for the reporting week by coal 
production region (Item 1 0). BNSF's reports to date show that while its average 
train loadings per day in the Powder River Basin (PRB) did not meet its plan in 

32 Id. 

33 Coal Delivery Issues for Electric Generation, Staff Overview (Dec. 18, 20 14), slide 3, 
http://www.ferc.gov/media/headlines/20 14/2014-4/ A-3-presentation-staff.pdf. 

34 Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc., stated that "coal-pile drawdowns 
this year have not yet resulted in a significant issue from a reliability perspective on the system." 
FERC Open Meeting, Dec. 18,2014 (video archive), at 00:74:15, available at 
http://ferc.capitolconnection.org/121814/fercarchive _ flv .htm. ALLETE d/b/a Minnesota Power 
stated that "we enter January in much better shape than we were last year. The coal pile is full 
and with some certainty that it will stay full in February and March, we look good this year 
compared to where we've been at our biggest power plant." ~at 00:85:35. 

35 See BNSF Weekly Reports in United States Rail Service Issues-Data Collection, 
Docket No. EP 724 (Sub-No. 3). See also Performance Measures Subcommittee Update, Rail 
Energy Transp. Advisory Committee, Oct. 2, 2014, slide II ("Historical Coal Train Speed"), 
available at http://www.stb.dot.gov/stb/raillretac.html (select "Performance Measures" hyperlink 
adjacent to Oct. 2, 2014 Meeting Minutes). 
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reporting weeks 3 to 7, BNSF either met or exceeded its plan in weeks 1, 2, 8, 9, 
and 10. 

With respect to BNSF and coal specifically, the totality of the information collected to 
date suggests that BNSF's coal service has struggled, although there has been some progress in 
recent weeks. It is critical that the Board continue to closely monitor BNSF's performance for 
indications of improving or deteriorating service. In addition to monitoring BNSF's coal service 
performance via the data we collect, we will continue to hold regular meetings with BNSF senior 
management so that we can receive first-hand information about the challenges and progress 
BNSF is experiencing with respect to all service issues, including coal. 36 Also, the Office of 
Public Assistance, Governmental Affairs, and Compliance (OPAGAC) will maintain its weekly 
calls with BNSF to discuss service issues, including the status of BNSF's coal service. 
OPAGAC will continue its outreach and regular communications with counterparts at the 
Department of Energy (DOE) and FERC in order to share information about the coal railroad 
supply chain as it relates to the reliability of energy production. 

Moreover, we will direct BNSF to provide specific information with regard to its coal 
service contingency planning. BNSF's October 28 Letter and its November 3 Reply indicate that 
the carrier devotes particular attention to utility customers at or below a 1 0-day stockpile level 
"to ensure that the customer does not run out of coal."37 However, BNSF does not provide more 
specific information. A key concern of the Board is the railroad's ability to promptly and 
effectively redeploy resources in the event that unanticipated circumstances cause one or more 
regionally significant generating stations to reach critical stockpile levels. So that the Board has 
a full understanding of how BNSF would mitigate any critical shortfalls of coal, BNSF is 
directed to provide to the Board its contingency plans for addressing any such shortfalls, 
including a detailed description of the steps it takes to identify coal-fired plants at critical levels 
and to remedy acute shortages in a timely fashion. BNSF's response should address equipment, 
infrastructure, and personnel resources used to respond to such situations. BNSF may also 
submit the regulatory proposals referenced in its October 28 Letter, which it stated would 
address systemic service challenges. 

To ensure that the Board receives the full range of perspectives regarding coal service, 
we also invite utilities and other coal stakeholders to submit status reports in this docket. 
Together with the input received through the Board's continued coordination with FERC and 
DOE, its continued calls and meetings with BNSF,38 and the coal service data collected pursuant 
to the October 8 Order, these reports will increase the Board's ability to monitor the status of 
coal service. If utilities and other coal stakeholders choose to submit such reports, we request 
that they address: 

36 See, e.g., U.S. Rail Serv. Issues, EP 724, slip op. at 2 (STB served Aug. 18, 2014) ("At 
the Board's request, senior management representatives of BNSF and CP have met individually 
with Board Members on a number of occasions .... "). 

37 BNSF Reply 10. 
38 OPAGAC holds regular, informal meetings with BNSF and the other Class I carriers. 
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• Information regarding regional, state, or plant-specific stockpiles. This 
information (as well as any other information included in these status reports) 
may be filed under seal if the submitting party chooses to do so. Questions about 
submitting a filing under seal, including how to request a protective order, may be 
directed to OPAGAC at (866) 254-1792 or rcpa@stb.dot.gov. 

• Information regarding the status of coal by rail service received from railroads 
(including, but not limited to, BNSF). 

The Board's access to all of the information described above from a combination of 
carriers, shippers, and energy regulatory agencies will assist the Board in evaluating whether 
further regulatory steps with regard to coal service are necessary, and if so, when. As the Board 
is not requiring the service recovery plan enforcement requested by WCTL, we need not reach a 
conclusion on BNSF's legal objections to that remedy. We do note, however, that BNSF has 
raised a significant concern with respect to the scope of the Board's authority over contract 
traffic under 49 U.S.C. § I 0709. Section I 0709 states that transportation provided under private 
contract is not subject to the Board's governing statute; parties are not subject to statutory duties 
with respect to contract service; and the "exclusive remedy" for breach of contract is in a court of 
competent jurisdiction. 49 U.S.C. § I 0709(b) and (c). Given that the vast majority of coal rail 
traffic nationwide moves under contract, § I 0709 could have an impact on the scope of any 
prospective relief available under the Interstate Commerce Act. At the same time, however, a 
carrier entering contracts "remains subject to [its] common carrier obligation ... with respect to 
[its non-contract] traffic" under§ I 0709(f). The national rail system carries both regulated and 
non-regulated traffic and the Board necessarily must look to the fluidity of that network. 

This decision will not significantly affect either the quality of the human environment or 
the conservation of energy resources. 

It is ordered: 

I. WCTL's petition is granted in part and denied in part, as discussed above. 

2. BNSF shall submit no later than January 29, 2015 a detailed description of the 
contingency plans it would use to mitigate an acute coal inventory shortage at one or more 
generating stations in a region. 

3. This decision is effective on its service date. 

By the Board, Chairman Elliott, Vice Chairman Miller, and Commissioner Begeman. 
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The Honorable Debra Miller, Chairman 
The Honorable Ann Begeman, Vice Chairman 
United States Smface Transpo1tation Board 
395 E Street, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20423 

Dear Members of the Board: 

Stevan B . Bobb 

Executive Vice President and 
Chief Marketing Officer 

BNSF Railway Company 

P.O. Box 961051 
Fort Worth, Texas 761 61-0051 

2650 Lou Menk Drive 
Fort Worth , Texas 76131-2830 

Tel: (817) 867-6400 
Fax: (817) 352-7122 
stevan.bobb@bnsf.com 

237647 

ENTERED 
Office of Proceedings 

January 29 , 2015 
Part of 

Public Record 

I write in response to the Board 's December 30, 2014 order in Ex Pmte No. 724, United States Rail 
Service fssues relating to BNSF's cont ingency plans around addressing critical coa l shmifa lls experienced 
by BNSF shippers. 

Overview 

As we enter the first quarter of2015 BNSF maintains our focus on providing consistent and reliab le 
service to our coal customers and delivering as much coal as possible into the marketplace. We continue 
in our efforts to maximize velocity across our network, and we have seen improvements in key 
performance areas like network fluidity . The most effective way to address coal stockpi le fluctuations is 
to improve velocity across our network to a level where we are no longer managing resources to respond 
to cri tica l situations. While we have seen the recent improvements in network fluidity benefi t our coal 
customers in terms of rising stockpiles, we also continue in the immediate term to work with our coal 
customers to identify critical stockpile situations and to implement appropriate responsive measures. 

The Boa rd 's December 30,2014 order in the above-captioned service proceeding directed BNSF to 
prov ide a detailed description of the contingency plans that BNSF would use to mitigate critical shortfa lls 
of coal. In this letter, I describe in more detail the various elements of BNSF 's "coal customer escalation 
proce s," an existing process that BNSF has utilized to address potential concerns arising from recent 
service issues in coal transportation. These effo1ts include a process for identifYing customers 
experienc ing critical stockpi le levels and various tools that BNSF has available to address cr itica l 
s ituations. Measures that B SF would take in the future to deal with critical coal stockpi le shmtages 
would be an outgrowth of B SF's existing process modified to account for the specific circumstances of 
individual shippers. 

These contingency measures are extraordinary and costly, but they have also been effective in dealing 
with problems that have pre iousl arisen. B SF has demonstrated its ability to implement measures to 
effective ly mitigate critical stockpi le situations. As shown in Attachment A, as of January 23, 201 5, 
BNSF has been able to add coal representing 440 days of coa l burn to the coal stockpiles of customers 
identified as having critical stockpile shortages through the processes described here. As a result of the 
steady improvements that have been seen, B SF does not believe it is necessary to consider more wide
ranging changes in regulation to add res the present service situation. 
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In describing BNSF's contingency planning, it is impottant to note at the outset that there is no one-size
fits-all, pre-prescribed form ula of responsive measures for every critical stockpile situation. On the 
contraty, when a critical coal situation at a patticular plant is identified, BNSF teams review the specific 
circumstances, including contributing factors, and determine which responsive actions wi ll be most 
effective and appropriate to address the situation whi le maintaining overall network fluidity. As 
exp lained in more detail below, such actions may include heightened operational focus, equipment 
reallocation (including both trainsets and locomotives), increased crew coverage, rerouting, and/or 
gateway modifications. 

It may be necessary or appropriate for BNSF to activate a subset (or even just one) of these counter
measure in response to a specific critical stockpile situation. As explained in more detail below, there are 
a number of factors that can contribute to diminishing stockpi les, including circumstances unrelated to 
railroad performance. These factors can greatly impact whether responsive countermeasures adopted by 
BNSF wi II be fully effective. Frequent communication with our customers is an absolute necessity to 
diagnose critical situations, and to understand the driving factors and appropriate countermeasures. 
Moreover, the effectiveness and appropriateness of countermeasures can change over time even for a 
patticular customer. For that reason, it is of critica l impottance that BNSF have the flex ibility to adjust 
service recovery effotts as network conditions and the circumstances of individual shippers evolve. 
Constant change is a core characteristic of our operating environment, but even in that context we have 
also seen short-term flux in the demand profile of our customers. Strict adherence to pre-formulated 
measures could seriously impair BNSF's abi li ty to respond to the needs of individual shippers 
experiencing critical shmtages and be detrimental to our overall network performance. 

Finally, the measures I describe here have been designed to address the specific concerns that arose over 
the cour e of the last year for our coal shippers as a result of service difficulties on B SF's network . This 
process for addressing critical stockpile shottfalls is not very different from the contingency measures 
railroads implement in response to temporary service disruptions like flooding or a major derailment. We 
expect that a return to con istent performance wi ll also mean a rehtm to normal operational and resource 
planning for consistent, ratable service that supports the annual demand of our utility customers. 

B SF's Process for ldenti fying Coal Plants with Critical Stockpile Challenges 

As the Board knows, BNSF talks regu larly with our customers and, with the onset of the serv ice 
challenges in 20 l3, we built into those conversations a discussion about our customers' stockpile levels. 
The first tep in managing an emerging critical situation is to identify situations where responsive action 
might be necessary. B SF s current coal customer escalation process starts with the information our 
customers provide B F assessing the sto kpile levels at the individual coal generating facilities we 
serve~ these asse sment pecifically focus on "days of burn," which is an estimate of the number of days 
a stockpile of coal should Ia t based on historic consumption patterns at the plant. Days of burn appears 
to be the key measure that utilities use in their own industry to provide forward-looking estimates of 
demand . 
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It is important to remember that BNSF has no direct visibility into our customers' stockpile levels. 
We rely entirely on our customers to provide timely and accurate information about the ir respective 
stockpiles. While the days of burn information we receive from our customers is a necessa ry e lement in 
our coa l customer escalation process, it is an imperfect reference point even for short-term management 
of critical supply situations. Some customers provide stockpile information to BNSF more regularly 
than others. It also appears that uti lities may have different methodologies for judging days of burn, and 
BNSF is not in a position to reconci le those differences. In addition, while rare, some util ities may seek 
to use the stockpile information they provide as an opportunity to secure preferential treatment or as a 
backdoor way to influence rail service - not to address critical stockpile shortages related to railroad 
ervice, but to respond to the utility's changing shmt-term demand profile (e.g., managing the coal burn 

in response to the rise and fall of gas prices). These same challenges make reliance on days of burn 
info rmation from our customers a necessary part of our contingency planning but unworkable as a long
term too l for planning service and capacity under normal operating conditions. 

B SF's Process for Distributing Lnformation about Critical Stockpile Situations 

The second element in BNSF's contingency planning for critical stockpile shmtfalls is a process fo r 
making sure that the information about critical stockpile levels is distributed to BNSF personnel that can 
act to address the situation . As detai led above, BNSF relies on customers to provide information about 
the level of coal stockpiles at their generating stations. BNSF's contingency planning involves several 
measure for notifying relevant personnel that special action may need to be taken in particular cases. 

• When we receive information indicating that a customer stockpile is at or below 20 days, we 
internally designate that customer as "critical." We also specifically flag customers within that 
"critical" group that are experiencing single digit stockpile levels (meaning below I 0 days of 
burn). As network service improvements result in general stockpile increases, we have seen 
fewer instances of burn levels hitting less than I 0 days; as a result, we can adj ust our efforts to 
focus mitigation measures and accelerate recovery for facilities at or below 20 days. 

• On a going forward basis, all critical coal customers are identified in our interna l daily "critical 
customer" broadcast communication which goes out to key operating personnel in BNSF's F01t 
Worth headquarters and in the field. That customer list is incorporated into the many regiona l 
and division communications that are continually distributed to the field operating teams. These 
teams have key responsibilities in creating and modifying trip plans for the cars and trains 
moving across our system. 

• When a coal customer does notify B SF that it has less than I 0 days ' worth of coal in its 
stockpile, in addition to being included on the critical customer list, there is as parate report that 
is generated twice a day by service design personnel manning the Coal Desk (with responsibilities 
for coordinating coa l moves across the network and managing trainset levels) that is circulated to 
the same F011 Worth and field operating teams discussed above. The report identifies the 
physical location of each train set moving coal to that utility, as well as the current disposition 
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of each train, and it provides a snapshot of the arrival pipeline of trains for the next 3 days. 
These communications are also provided to company leaders in all functional areas. 

• We also provide the Board's staff with updates on the customers who have plants on th is critical 
list on our weekly service call with the Board's Office of Public Assistance, Governmenta l 
Affairs, and Compliance. 

• A customer's plant will be included in the critical customer communications described above 
until it is no longer in critical status (i .e. , its stockpile levels are above 20 days). 

0 erational Measures Available to Address Critical Stock ile Situations 

Inclusion of a coal utility on the critical customer list and the additional rep01ting abou t utilities with less 
than I 0 days' worth of coal in their stockpi les creates visibi lity and focus at multiple levels within the 
BNSF operations groups responsib le for designing and implementing service plans. Once a critica l 
customer situation is identified, a range of operating decisions that are tied directly to ex isting network 
conditions and the specific circumstances of the customer can be made to enhance de liveries of coa l. It is 
not poss ible or practicable to prescribe a set of rules or procedures to be followed. In many cases, the 
measures necessary to improve service involve modest changes to train schedules or ma intenance plans 
that are based on existing operating conditions. In addition to these particular operating adjustments that 
can be taken to address the circumstances of individual shippers with critical stockpile concerns, several 
ty pes o f sh01t-term and longer-term measures are available to address critical stockpile si tuations, as 
discussed below. 

• Trainsets 

BNSF can also adjust the number oftrainsets in service to maximize velocity and 
coal deliveries. In a prior submission to the Board, BNSF described a recent effort to 
strategically remove trainsets from service to decongest the system and improve ve locity. 
Under appropriate circumstances, this strategy can be used to improve serv ice on particular 
corridors or routes. 

One important lever a ailable to addres critical tockpile needs is to adjust the number of 
unit trains in service to customers on the critical list in the short term to create additional 
throughput. Such increases, however, must be managed in the context of the overall 
network and the specific corridors eros ed in the route of movement, as adding trainsets 
can sometimes re ult in reduced velocity. Similar to a highway where adding more cars 
leads to more congestion, an increased number of sets running on the key coal corridors 
can result in lower velocity and less overall coal. being delivered if not properly managed. 

Because of the d irect connection between the number of coal train sets in service and overall 
coal velocity, add ing trainsets to serve a plant on the critical list usually works best when 
those trainsets are borrowed from en•ice to another plant for the same customer, thereby 
increasing the o erall number of loaded trainset directed towards the critical plant without 
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increasing the overa ll number of coal sets trying to move across the system. BNSF's Coal 
Desk is in constant communication with utility customers to ensure that we are getting 
optimal use out a customer's trainsets, and in many cases can adjust trip plans for trainsets 
within a customer's dedicated fleet in real time. 

Making use of a customer's existing fleet is often necessaJy because incremental train sets 
may not be available from the customer or from the railroad. In some limited instances, sets 
can be leased for shoJi periods from other utilities or third-party lessors. 

• Locomotives 

BNSF may be able to adjust the a llocation of locomotive resources across the network in 
response to localized increases in the number of trains holding for power. Yard personne l 
can manage available locomotives to ensure that locomotives are available for delivery of 
coal to critical customers . 

Such measures may involve moving locomotives supporting one business un it into another 
business unit on a temporary basis. This is most effective and least disruptive when extra 
locomotives can be secured from business units experiencing seasonal reductions in demand . 

While purchases of new locomotives requires significant lead time, on some lim ited 
occasions, BNSF may have the opportunity to enter into shoJi-term locomotive leases. In 
20 I 4, in addition to these short-term temporaJy leases, BNSF entered into long-term leases 
for approximately I 00 locomotives, in addition to purchasing more than 500 new 
locomotives. 

• Route and Gateway Adjustments 

BNSF implemented temporaJy rerouting of traffic at various times in 2014 to avo id congested 
corridors or yards, maintenance and other service disruptions. Rerouting of ignificant traffic 
volumes must be carefully reviewed because of potential negative impacts to service for other 
business segments and overa ll network fluidity . 

In a limited number of cases, B SF has been able to work with connecting carri.ers to adjust 
operational interchanges in order to avoid congested faci lities and interchange joint traffic 
using altemati e faci lities where it will increase throughput and allow for more cons istent 
service planning. 

In limited circum tance where a utility can receive tons by another mode (e.g.,. barge or 
truck) or can be served directly b another rail carrier using independent faci litie , B F ha 
accommodated uch customer requests . 

Gateway changes may require BN F to loosen contractual restrictions. Moreo er the 
circumstances must be clo ely re iewed to determine that throughput can be impro ed 
without a negative impact to the overa ll network. 
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• Maintenance Planning 

There may be options for minimizing the immediate impact of maintenance windows on 
shipments to utilities experiencing cri tical stockpile shortfalls, and that is often done through 
the operational focus created by the critical customer list and rerouting described above. 
There are obvious drawbacks to more extreme measures such as delaying essential 
maintenance and expansion on key coal routes in order to minimize service disruptions. 

• Crew Management 

Personnel adjustments can also be made over the longer term to address service is ues. In 
2014, BNSF demonstrated its abi li ty to hire into key operating positions on a large scale, 
hiring and training 3,649 Train, Yard and Engine new employees and 2,779 Engineering and 
Mechanical new employees throughout the calendar year. 

In addition, B SF has some ability to move crews and other operating personne l around the 
network to mitigate sho1tages in key terminals. Generally speaking, temporary relocations 
can be accomplished in less than a month under our current labor agreement , which is 
significantly quicker than the four to five months it can take to hire and train new employees. 

Additional Longer-Term Measures to Address Service Problems 

• in frastructure: In addition to the operational measures described above, BNSF has implemented 
and continues to implement longer-term measures to address service difficulties in coal 
transportation. B SF has detailed in other submissions the large capital investment being made 
to support the coal network and to improve coal service. A number of key projects have or will 
come online in 2014 and 20 IS and we are seeing the operational benefits from those investments. 
Included in our $6 billion capita l plan for 20 IS are two multi-million dollar double track proj ects 
on the Ravenna sub that have been undertaken to address the need to move significant coal 

o lumes in the sho1t term. In genera l though, given the long timeline associated with most 
in frastructure projects there is lim ited ability to use infrastructure investments to a llev iate 
sho1t-term critical service situations. Thus, infrastructure investment is a much more long-term 
trategy for addressing coal service issues. 

• Winter Preparedness: s detailed in other submissions to the Board, BNSF has implemented 
enhanced Winter Action Plans for each division , which include division-specific proces es for 
identifying and responding to emergency conditions. BNSF has also added a number of 
resources to addre ervice disruptions resulting from weather events, including equipment 
improvements, rapid response recovery teams (six of which are strategically positioned coal
critical across the orthem region) and increased numbers of maintenance of way employees. 
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The e are the primmy measures that BNSF has identified to mitigate critical stockpile s ituations. These 
measures can be immensely costly to unde1take and have the potential to be disruptive to the overall goa ls 
of improving network ve locity for all our customers. As a resu lt, BNSF reviews the circumstances 
around each situation to determine what measures are appropriate and will ultimately be most effective. 

It is a lso necessmy to look at the circumstances that contributed to the shortfall situation. In many cases, 
the contributing causes are predominantly railroad service disruptions like maintenance windows, 
congested facilities, equipment shortages or crew sh01tages. In those instances, BNSF has been able to 
s ignificantly mitigate delive1y shortfalls through one or more of the measures identified above. In some 
cases, weather is the primmy cause and, while beyond the railroad's control, can be effectively mitigated 
through these measures as well. In a ve1y few cases, diminishing stockpi le situations have been 
exacerbated by conditions within the control of the individual utility, such as dispatch patterns resulting in 
demand beyond expected levels. Mitigation measures identified above may be less effective in 
addressing these types of shortfa ll situations, and BNSF may at some point in the future need to consider 
whether it is appropriate in these situations to undertake measures that could negatively impact our ability 
to provide reliable service to our entire customer base. 

Conclusion 

The vast majority of our customers have demonstrated great patience as we work to return to the service 
levels that they expect from us, cooperating with us to avoid critical stockpile issues when possible and to 
implement appropriate measures by both parties when critical situations do arise. As the Board noted in 
its December 31 decision, the vast majority of our customers have stockpi les well in excess of the 20-day 
measure that triggers our coal customer escalation process. According to the EIA data for October 201 4 
cited by the Board, only 8 percent of utilities nationwide maintained stockpiles of less than 30 days. That 
report also does not reflect the improvements we have seen in December and January. As our service 
continues to improve, we look forward to our full return to consistent, reliable performance for our coal 
cu tamers and a return to our normal operational and resource planning processes. 

Ste an B. Bobb 
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Excerpts from Warren Buffett's February 27, 2015 
Letter to Shareholders of Berkshire Hathaway Inc. 

• Our bad news from 2014 comes from our group of five as well and is unrelated 
to earnings. During the year, BNSF disappointed many of its customers. These 
shippers depend on us, and service failures can badly hurt their businesses. 

BNSF is, by far, Berkshire's most important non-insurance subsidiary and, to 
improve its performance, we will spend $6 billion on plant and equipment in 2015. 
That sum is nearly 50% more than any other railroad has spent in a single year and 
is a truly extraordinary amount, whether compared to revenues, earnings or 
depreciation charges. 

Though weather, which was particularly severe last year, will always cause 
railroads a variety of operating problems, our responsibility is to do whatever it 
takes to restore our service to industry-leading levels. That can't be done 
overnight: The extensive work required to increase system capacity sometimes 
disrupts operations while it is underway. Recently, however, our outsized 
expenditures are beginning to show results. During the last three months, 
BNSF's performance metrics have materially improved from last year's figures. 

The story at BNSF, however- as I noted earlier- was not good in 2014, a year in 
which the railroad disappointed many of its customers. This problem occurred despite the 
record capital expenditures thatBNSF has made in recent years, with those having far 
exceeded the outlays made by Union Pacific, our principal competitor. 

The two railroads are of roughly equal size measured by revenues, though we 
carry considerably more freight (measured either by carloads or ton-miles). But our 
service problems exceeded Union Pacific's last year, and we lost market share as a result. 
Moreover, D.P.'s earnings beat ours by a record amount. Clearly, we have a lot of work 
to do. 

We are wasting no time: As I also mentioned earlier, we will spend $6 billion in 
2015 on improving our railroad's operation. That will amount to about 26% of estimated 
revenues (a calculation that serves as the industry's yardstick). Outlays of this magnitude 
are largely unheard of among railroads. For us, this percentage compares to our average 
of 18% in 2009-2013 and to D.P.'s projection for the near future of 16-17%. Our huge 
investments will soon lead to a system with greater capacity and much better service. 
Improved profits should follow. 
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BEFORE THE 
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD 

) 
UNITED STATES RAIL SERVICE ISSUES- ) 
PERFORMANCE DATA REPORTING ) 

Docket No. EP 724 (Sub-No. 4) 

OPENING JOINT COMMENTS OF 
THE WESTERN COAL TRAFFIC LEAGUE, 

AMERICAN PUBLIC POWER ASSOCIATION, 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REGULATORY UTILITY COMMISSIONERS, 

AND 
NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION 

Western Coal Traffic League ("WCTL"), American Public Power 

Association ("APP A"), National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners 

("NARUC"), and National Rural Electric Cooperative Association ("NRECA") 

(collectively "Coal Shippers/NARUC") hereby submit their Opening Joint Comments in 

accordance with the Board's order served December 30, 2014 in this Notice of Proposed 

Rulemaking ("NPRM") proceeding. 

BACKGROUND 

The importance of reliable rail service to electric utilities, the agricultural 

community, other rail shippers, and the public was once again demonstrated in 2013 and 

2014. The breakdown in rail service by some of the nation's largest rail carriers during 

this period had a profound impact on utilities, businesses and communities across the 

United States and especially in the Midwest, Texas, and the Southwest. Many utilities 

experienced severe coal shortages that forced the idling or curtailing of coal electric 

generating units, which resulted in utilities and their ratepayers, members and citizens 
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incurring millions of dollars in costs for the purchase of replacement fuel and/or power. 

While the railroads were publicly apologetic, they took no financial responsibility for 

their service failures and even resisted requests for service plans and service reporting 

data that were urged by shippers. 

The STB held two public hearings in 2014 to address the severe service 

deficiencies experienced by so many rail shippers, including coal shippers. Through 

those hearings and public comments filed throughout 2014, it became apparent that the 

STB lacked in-depth data into the performance of the railroads under its jurisdiction 

because the Board did not collect any service-related metrics and was, instead, reliant on 

limited industry data disseminated by the Association of American Railroads ("AAR"). 

WCTL's members and many other shippers urged the Board to require the railroads to 

report important service-related metrics to the Board and the public on a regular basis. 

On June 20, 2014, the Board ordered CP and BNSF to provide certain grain shipment 

data. 1 However, after the second public hearing, the Board ordered, on October 8, 2014, 

that all the Class I railroads report a broader spectrum of data on a weekly basis, and the 

Board, with this proceeding, proposes to make the October 8, 2014 order permanent with 

certain modifications.2 

Coal Shippers/NARUC support the Board's efforts. However, Coal 

Shippers/NARUC submit that certain crucial data, such as cycle times in key corridors, is 

1 The Board had required certain grain service-related reports. US. Rail Serv. 
Issues-Grain, Docket No. EP 724 (Sub-No. 2) (STB served June 20, 2014). 

2 US. Rail Serv. Issues-Data Collection, Docket No. EP 724 (Sub-No. 3) (STB 
served Oct. 8, 2014) ("Interim Data Order"). 
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absent from the Board's proposal, and, herein, Coal Shippers/NARUC detail the 

additional rail performance data that the Board should collect as well as modifications the 

Board should make to the current proposal. 

IDENTITY AND INTEREST3 

WCTL is a voluntary association, whose membership is comprised 

exclusively of organizations that purchase and ship coal from origins west of the 

Mississippi River. WCTL members collectively consume more than 150 million tons of 

coal annually that is moved by rail. Its members include investor-owned electric utilities, 

electric cooperatives, state power authorities, municipalities, and a non-profit fuel supply 

cooperative. 

APP A is the national service organization representing the interests of over 

2,000 municipal and other state- and locally-owned electric utilities in 49 states (all but 

Hawaii). Collectively, public power utilities deliver electricity to one of every seven 

electric consumers (approximately 48 million people), serving some ofthe nation's 

largest cities, but also many of its smallest towns. Over 40% of the power generated by 

public power utilities is from coal. 

NARUC is the national organization of State commissions responsible for 

economic and safety regulation of utilities. NARUC members in the 50 states, the 

District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands have the obligation under State 

law to ensure the establishment and maintenance of such energy utility services as may 

3 Coal Shippers/NARUC previously participated in United States Rail Service 
Issues, Docket No. EP 724. However, in the interest of full disclosure, the identity and 
interest of each of participant in these comments is detailed herein. 
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be required by the public convenience and necessity, as well as ensuring such services are 

provided at just and reasonable rates. NARUC is consistently recognized by Congress, 

the Courts, and a host of federal agencies (including the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission), as the proper entity to represent the collective interests of State utility 

commissions. 

NRECA is the national service organization for more than 900 not-for

profit rural electric utilities that provide electric energy to approximately 42 million 

consumers in 47 states or 13% of the nation's population. Kilowatt-hour sales by rural 

electric cooperatives account for approximately 11% of all electric energy sold in the 

United States. NRECA members generate approximately 50% of the electric energy they 

sell and purchase the remaining 50% from non-NRECA members. The vast majority of 

NRECA members are not-for profit, consumer-owned cooperatives. NRECA's members 

also include approximately 65 generation and transmission ("G&T") cooperatives, which 

generate and transmit power to 668 of the 841 distribution cooperatives. The G&Ts are 

owned by the distribution cooperatives they serve. Remaining distribution cooperatives 

receive power directly from other generation sources within the electric utility sector. 

Both distribution and G&T cooperatives were formed to provide reliable electric service 

to their owner-members at the lowest reasonable cost. 

COMMENTS 

I. The Need for STB Oversight of Railroad Performance 

The past 20 months have provided a clear and irrefutable demonstration 

that the Board must require the Class I railroads to regularly provide service metrics to 
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the Board and the public. As the service challenges facing many railroads became acute, 

the public and the Board had only a limited amount of data available, mostly metrics 

published by the AAR, namely cars online; trains speeds; train speeds by train type; and 

terminal dwell time. Some shippers also provided data on their specific service 

problems. This limited set of data severely hampered evaluation of the service problems, 

and the lack of data collection also allowed the crisis to build without forewarning the 

Board. 

Coal Shippers/NARUC note that it is common in the utility industry to 

collect a wide variety of data to ascertain the ability of utilities to provide reliable electric 

service at a reasonable cost. Given the significant regulatory protection afforded to the 

rail industry, it is incumbent on the Board to ensure the railroads meet the needs of the 

shipping public -many of whom are captive to railroads. 

As the Board is charged with regulating the service of a transportation 

mode that is vital to our nation's economy, relying on the AAR's limited data- that 

could be discontinued at any time4
- is untenable. In addition, transparency of railroad 

performance is important. The AAR data are not subject to independent verification. 

The railroads have complete discretion to disclose, or not disclose, whatever data they 

4 The AAR is responsive to its members and not the shipping public. The 
performance data provided by the AAR could be discontinued at any time leaving all 
stakeholders in the dark if the Board does not otherwise act. Already, some pertinent 
data has disappeared from certain railroad publications. For example, BNSF used to 
publish data in its online employee newsletter detailing its performance in certain 
categories (e.g., coal car miles per day (plan vs. goal)), but it ceased publishing such data 
in 2014. 
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choose through the AAR.5 The Board's adoption of reporting requirements will 

hopefully bring not only more critical information to light, but improve the way it is 

reported through specific standards that the railroads must meet. Coal Shippers/NARUC 

are, therefore, relieved that the Board has decided to formally require regular service 

metric reporting from the Class I railroads. 

II. The Board's Proposed Regulations 

The Board's service metric reporting NPRM covers nine (9) categories of 

service metrics: 

1. System average train speed by train type; 

2. Weekly average terminal dwell time for the reporting carrier's 
system and its 1 0 largest terminals; 

3. Total cars on line by car type; 

4. Weekly average unit train dwell time at origin and interchange by 
train type; 

5. Weekly number of trains held short of destination or interchange for 
longer than six ( 6) hours, organized by train type and reason; 

6. Weekly number of empty and loaded cars that have not moved for 
more than (i) 48 hours but less than or equal to 120 hours or (ii) 
more than 120 hours by commodity; 

7. Weekly number of grain cars loaded and billed, broken down by 
certain STCC number; 

8. For cars identified in item No. 7, additional details by state; and 

5 The railroads resisted providing more data during 20 14 as well. Coal 
Shippers/NARUC note that increased secrecy has been a hallmark of recent actions by 
some railroads. For example, BNSF has moved all of its generally applicable tariff 
publications into a section of its website that is not publicly accessible - even the tariff 
publication that covers its mileage-based fuel surcharge, which is at issue, inter alia, in 
Rail Fuel Surcharges (Safe Harbor), Docket No. EP 661 (Sub-No. 2). 
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9. Weekly coal unit train or coal car loadings. 6 

The Board's proposal tracks its Interim Data Order except it makes certain 

modifications that Coal Shippers/NARUC assert are important to better understanding the 

level of service provided by the railroads and identifying certain choke points that may be 

hindering carrier performance. Coal Shippers/NARUC also support the Board's addition 

of a quarterly reporting requirement on major rail infrastructure projects. US. Rail Serv. 

Issues-Performance Data Collection, Docket No. EP 724 (Sub-No. 4), slip op. at 13 

(STB served Dec. 30, 2014) ("NPRM'). However, the Board's proposal also weakens 

certain reporting requirements from the Interim Data Order that should be retained. 

A. Weekly Average Dwell Time and Major Interchanges 

For Item No.4, weekly average dwell time, the Board's Interim Data 

Order only applied to dwell time experienced at origin. NPRM, slip op. at 5. The 

Board's revised proposal in this proceeding correctly adds dwell time at interchange 

locations to the reporting requirements. /d. 

As the Board is aware, dwell time at interchange is a potentially critical 

bottleneck. Major interchange locations such as Chicago and Kansas City can be a 

considerable source of frustration to many shippers as their trains arrive in these busy 

hubs and then sit, sometimes for days, awaiting a pickup or a delivery to a receiving 

carrier. And while a shipper can usually track its own cargo, insight into average dwell 

times will help shippers better understand and plan for long (or short) dwell times. 

6 The Board has also proposed certain reporting requirements for the Class I 
railroads operating in Chicago, which Coal Shippers/NARUC support. NPRM, slip op. at 
12-13. 
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Major terminals are not the only places where interchange times can be 

long. For example, Wisconsin Public Service Corporation (a WCTL member) testified to 

the Board, at its September 4, 2014 hearing in Fargo, ND, about an increase in cycle 

times on a joint Union Pacific Railroad ("UP") and Canadian National Railway coal 

movement where some of that cycle time increase was attributable to increased 

interchange time in Wisconsin Rapids. 

Coal Shippers/NARUC, therefore, urge the Board to retain the reporting of 

interchange times in its final regulations. 

The Board should, however, modify its proposed regulations to require the 

carriers to report interchange dwell times at each of their 1 0 largest interchange locations 

in addition to system-wide dwell times the proposal currently requires. This reporting 

requirement would track the Board's proposal in Item No.2, which requires the reporting 

ofterminal dwell times at the 10 largest terminals for each carrier. In addition, for unit 

coal trains, where many shippers own and supply their own equipment, the Board should 

require the carriers to report average dwell times at individual interchanges for empty 

coal unit trains. 

B. Trains Held Short 

The Board's NPRM requires that the carriers report the cause for trains that 

are held short of destination or interchange for more than six consecutive hours. !d., slip 

op. at 11-12. Coal Shippers/NARUC support this requirement and its inclusion in the 

final regulations. However, Coal Shippers/NARUC note that the cause "other (explain)" 

is frustratingly vague. !d., slip op. at 11. Indeed, a review of the weekly service reports 
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that UP and BNSF have filed since the Interim Data Order indicate that they have done 

little to break out the causes. For example, BNSF has simply used "Road, Terminal, 

Other" and UP has used "Customer, Foreign Road, Incidents/Weather, Other."7 

Such generic explanations- particularly "other" in a category already 

labeled "other"- are not especially instructive. Compounding the problem, the "other" 

category represents a large portion of the causes for trains being held short. Thus, Coal 

Shippers/NARUC urge the Board to either clarify the regulations by requiring more 

detailed breakdowns within the "other" category, or create more categories, such as 

"Foreign Road" and "Weather." 

C. Weekly Coal Unit Train Loadings 

The Board's NPRM proposes to require the railroads to report total coal 

unit train or car loadings for the reporting week by coal production region. The Board's 

proposal unnecessarily undermines the Interim Data Order, which required that the 

railroads report the number of unit train loadings versus plan for the week. /d., slip op. at 

4. The Board's revision in the NPRM makes the service metric far less informative 

because it would be difficult to determine if the railroads are keeping up with demand in 

general or even their own loading plans. BNSF, CSX Transportation ("CSXT"), and 

Norfolk Southern Railway ("NS") have all been reporting this metric since October. 8 

7 See, e.g., BNSF's and UP's Weekly Service Reports filed Nov. 26, 2014 and 
Feb. 18, 2015. 

8 See BNSF, NS, and CSXT weekly service reports filed in US. Rail Serv. 
Issues-Data Collection, Docket No. EP 724 (Sub-No. 3). 
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Only UP objected to providing this data, arguing that reporting this data 

somehow violated its confidentiality obligations to shippers.9 UP's argument is a red 

herring. All of the data is aggregated, and no shipper-specific information is implicated. 

Thus, Coal Shippers/NARUC urge the Board to retain the requirement that the coal 

loadings be reported versus the plan for the reporting week. 

D. Quarterly Reporting on the Progress of Major Rail 
Infrastructure Projects 

The Board's proposal requires that the Class I railroads report the progress 

and purpose of major rail infrastructure projects exceeding $25 million. See, NPRM, slip 

op. at 13. Coal Shippers/NARUC support this reporting requirement. The Class I 

railroads regularly laud their capital spending plans, but it is often difficult to determine 

the degree to which such work actually expands or enhances the capacity of the railroads. 

In addition, Coal Shippers/NARUC urge the Board to review such data with an eye 

towards whether the railroads' investments are sufficient to meet their common carrier 

bl . . . h 1 10 o 1gat10ns m t e ong term. 

III. Coal Shippers/NARUC Proposed Additional Data Collection 

WCTL, through its testimony and written submissions to the Board, 

emphasized the need for the Board to collect certain information that is critical to its 

9 See Letter ofLouise A. Rinn (UP), U.S. Rail Serv. Issues-Data Collection, 
Docket No. EP 724 (Sub-No. 3) (filed Oct. 22, 2014). 

10 The Board's proposed service metric data can also aid in determining whether 
carriers are able to meet their common carrier obligations. 
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members and coal shippers in general. 11 The Board's Interim Data Order and its NPRM 

do include, in part, some ofthe metrics identified by WCTL, including: (i) actual number 

of coal cars loaded; (ii) limitation on crews for coal trains (only partially captured in the 

trains holding metric); and (iii) shortages in locomotive power (only partially captured in 

the trains holding metric). NPRM, slip op. at 11-12. However, Coal Shippers/NARUC 

are concerned that the proposed regulations continue to omit important information that 

coal shippers rely on and which aid in understanding the railroads' coal shipment 

performance. 

Before turning to the specific data the Board should collect, Coal 

Shippers/NARUC note that detailed reporting for coal trains is vital. The Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission ("PERC"), NARUC and others have expressed concerns that the 

consistent supply of coal via rail is critical to the reliability of the electric grid. 12 Indeed, 

the Board itself has recognized its critical nature: 

11 See Letter from Bette Whalen, WCTL President, to Hon. Daniel R. Elliott III, 
STB Chairman (Mar. 14, 2014); Petition of the Western Coal Traffic League to Institute a 
Proceeding to Address the Adequacy of Coal Transportation Service Originating in the 
Western United States, Docket No. EP 723 (filed Mar. 24, 2014); Testimony of David 
McMillan (Allete) and Bob Kahn (TMPA) on behalf of WCTL, Allete and TMPA, US. 
Rail Serv. Issues, Docket No. EP 724 (filed Apr. 17, 2014); Testimony ofDave Wanner 
on behalf ofWCTL and WPS, US. Rail Serv. Issues, Docket No. EP 724 (filed Sept. 5, 
2014); Petition ofthe Western Coal Traffic League for an Order Requiring BNSF 
Railway Company to Submit a Coal Service Recovery Plan, US. Rail Serv. Issues, 
Docket No. EP 724 (filed Oct. 22, 2014). 

12 See PERC Meeting Agenda Item, Docket No. AD15-3-000, Discussion on Coal 
Delivery (Dec. 18, 2014 ); PERC Commission Meeting, Oct. 16, 2014, available at 
http ://ferc.capitolconnection.org/1 0 1614/fercarchi ve _ flv .htm (Commissioner Moeller 
speaking at minute 40); Letter ofNARUC, APP A, EEl and NRECA, US. Rail Serv. 
Issues-Data Collection, Docket No. 724 (Sub-No. 3) (filed Oct. 31, 2014). 
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The Board views the reliability ofthe nation's energy supply as 
crucial to this nation's economic and national security, and the 
transportation by rail of coal and other energy resources as a 
vital link in the energy supply chain. 13 

In addition, coal shipments are, by volume, the single largest commodity handled by the 

nation's Class I railroads. 14 The Board's proposal must better reflect the outsized impact 

that coal train service has on the railroads, coal shippers, and the public. 15 

Coal Shippers/NARUC propose that the Board's final regulations include 

the following coal-specific service metrics: 

1. Weekly average cycle times for coal trains over any portion ofthe carrier's 
ten (10) most frequently used coal train corridors (e.g., Powder River Basin 
("PRB") mines to Kansas City); 

2. The weekly average number of coal trainsets in service broken down 
between shipper-supplied (private trainsets) and carrier-supplied trains sets; 

3. Any restriction on the utilization of shipper-provided equipment in coal 
serv1ce; 

4. General restrictions on the availability of crews for coal service; and 

5. General restrictions on the availability of locomotives for coal service. 

Item No. 1 is vital to coal shippers. The railroads, such as BNSF and UP, 

have key coal corridors. Understanding how coal trains are moving through those 

corridors is vital to all the stakeholders in understanding how the railroads are 

13 See Establishment of a Rail Energy Transportation Advisory Committee, Docket 
No. EP 670, slip op. at 2 (STB served July 17, 2007). 

14 See, e.g., Presentation ofthe AAR, slide 4, available at http://onlinepubs.trb.org/ 
onlinepubs/railtransreg/Gray031414.pdf (coal represented 40% (727 million ton out of 
1.8 billion tons) ofthe freight handled by the Class I railroads in 2012). See also 
https://www.aar.org/Documents/Railroad-Statistics.pdf. 

15 Coal Shippers/NARUC note that the Board's proposal provides for detailed 
reporting by state for a number of grain-related service metrics. Implementing additional 
reporting for coal is also warranted. 
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perfomiing. For example, if a railroad is struggling to reach Chicago, but is having no 

trouble reaching Fort Worth, attention from customers and the Board can be paid to the 

problem areas. In addition, coal shippers track their individual cycle times very carefully, 

but it is often difficult to determine if service issues are isolated or widespread. Cycle 

time reporting by corridor can help pinpoint isolated versus widespread problems. In 

addition, coal train cycle time issues identified over a specific corridor can provide 

insight into service difficulties that other commodities sharing that corridor may face. 

This information will assist the Board in evaluating whether service and resources are 

being allocated fairly and efficiently, and whether the carriers are able to meet their 

common carrier obligations. 

Item Nos. 2 and 3 reflect the importance of sets in service and restrictions 

thereto when evaluating coal service. For example, a reduction in sets in service coupled 

with increased train speeds and cycle times may indicate that the railroad is performing 

well and less equipment will be needed. Conversely, a reduction in trainsets, coupled 

with decreases in train speeds and cycle times may suggest a railroad is parking sets and 

that a decline in coal deliveries is imminent. 

Item Nos. 4 and 5 would aid in determining whether there are systemic 

crew or locomotive shortages for coal trains service. While the trains holding reporting 

requirement in the NPRM does identify crews and locomotives as possible causes for six 

(6) hours or longer delays, item Nos. 4 and 5 would focus on overall shortages. For 

example, if there are crew or locomotive shortages due to diversions to other service, 

such information is vital to impacted coal shippers. 
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CONCLUSION 

The Board has recognized the urgent need for regular reporting of railroad 

service metrics. Coal Shippers/NARUC agree and urge the Board to adopt such metrics 

with the modifications proposed herein. 

Of Counsel: 

Slover & Loftus LLP 
1224 Seventeenth Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Dated: March 2, 20 15 

Respectfully submitted, 

WESTERN COAL TRAFFIC LEAGUE 
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March 25, 2014 
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Public Record 

Re: Petit ion of the Western Coal Traffic League, Docket No. EP 723 

Dear Chai rman Elliott and Vice Chairman Begeman : 

I write on behalf of BNSF Railway, Inc. (BNSF} in response to the March 24, 2014 petition of 
Western Coal Traffic League's (WCTL} to institute a proceeding to "address the adequacy" of 

BNSF's service to coal customers. 

As you are well aware, BNSF has been experiencing significant service issues on its network as a 
result of increased traffic levels and the winter's severe weather. BNSF is comm itted to 
addressing and improving our service issues as well as providing transparency an d information 
to all of ou r customers, including our coa l customers in general and those that are a part of the 
WCTL in particular. But we do not believe that instituting the proceeding reques ted by a trade 

association that represents a small subset of BNSF shippers is warranted. We do not believe it 
will help BNSF shippers in general to receive improved service any faste r and be informed about 

the progress of our service recovery in any greater deta il. 

Background 
It is well known that BNSF's network has been strained by increases in traffic and the unusually 

severe w eather we have all endured in the fall and winter of 2013-14. BNSF's tra ffic increases 
are not representative of the industry as a whole; BNSF has handled over fifty percent of the 
growth in all rail traffic for 2013. You are also aware that extensive media coverage has focused 

on the growth of crude oil shipments, and while crude by rail t raffic on BNSF has grown 

significantly, our growth was across a number of commodity groups, including domestic 
intermodal, grain and most pertinent to this submission, coal. And as we have discussed, much 

of the growth in these commodities was compressed into a relatively short timeframe, further 

stressing capacity on our network. 
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And. as all oJ us are aware, the winter of 2013~.14 has been exceptionally severe and has further 
impacted BNSF's network velocity ;md perform(! rice. In particwlar; during the winter our 

northern region suffered from an extraordinary number of extremely cold days which have 
impacted almost every mechanical part of a railroad. Furthermore, this weather has als·o 
severely constrained operations ·at key BNSF terr'nina.ls, most importantly Chicago, further 

impacting fluidity, particularly for eastern interchahg~ traffic. The coming of spring has 
lessened, although not eliminated, the impact of weather on ou·r operations and·those ofo(ir 
interch~nge partners, 

BNSF Recovery Plan 

BNSF i_s taking aggressive short-t.¢r:m aCtions. to address our service issue. The first i~ that we 
<:~re over-resowrcingQl,lr network·-- we are hiring ~,O.dO emplpy~es, and adding <>Ver 500 
locomotives and 5,000 freight cat~ to Ollr aCtive fleet in ·:2014. Most importantly, w.e have 
increased our capital spending from a re.cord $4 billi()n in 2013 ,to another rec:o.rd. $5 pillion in 
2014, compr.ised Of $2.3 :billioh 'in replacement caplta·l on our core network, $1.6 billion on 
equipment, $900 mi.llion ori network ex·pansion and efficiency, and $200 million em Pte 
dep.loymerit. As these resources .tome on line, service will gradually improve. 

Importantly, BNSF has been committed to transparency about our service recovery with the 
Boa ref, our cystomers and all of our stakeholders. BNSF's President & CEO Carl Ice .met with 
both of YO.ll il) February to rf:!spond to concerns you raised about our serviee and to review our 
s.ervic;e recovery plan. We have helq we1:1kly·calls with the Board's Office of Rail Customer and 

P!Jplic: Assist<:~nc:e . .BNSF is submitting Qi~we.e.kly updates to .the STB proviqirig cletai.l~d rnetri.cs 
on Ol!r service recovery against our plan and the Febr[Jary benchmark. 

And .most importantly,HNSF has been open and transparent With our customers. BNSF 
employees at ailleveis of our business units- Coal, Agrkultutal Prod.ucts, Consumer Products 
and Industrial Products- are constantly spe~klng and meeting with our customers ahd 
communicating about our 'service issues and providing r.ec·overy benchmarks to them. We have 
worked hard to minimize instances when a.fadlity.has shut down because of r"ail serviCe issues, 
even thou.gh executing against this goal has·stressed our network. Our.senior execliti\/e ahd 
leadership teams are principally 'focused on operating safely, i11_1pro\iing service and 

cQmmllnic?ttingwith ol!r cu~~omers. !n $U(Yl, B.NSF believes th(!twe are doing eyE;!rything 
posslb]e to restore servicEJ: on qu,r !)etwork, but ,this recovery will .be slow and qneven~ 

Western Coal Traffic League Petition 

The WCTL, a trade asiociatlon that represents a small number ·of BNSF coal cust()mers· ln_s·of11e 
matters, flied a petition yesterday (Is king the Board to institute an expedited proceeding to 
address BNSF's coal service issues. The WcT.L asserts that this petition follows a letter dated 
March 14, 2012 from the Presid.ent of the WCTL to t-he STB (a correspoodence BNSF has never 
seen) raising "a ire'; concerns about BNSF coa·l service issues with the Board. As 1 will expl<iiii 

below, BNSF believes-that the proceeding sought by the WCTL.is unnecessary and Would likely 
be counterprpductive. Therefore BNSF'lirg·es you to rejectthiS.proposal. 

Fir~t, the WCTL asks for the Board to institute a proceeding to ,;address BNSF's inability to meet 

th~ dem.ands forqo(lltran~portation.11 [WCTL petition at 4]. BNSF has been forthright and. 
" .. 

tra,n~pare.nt with its direct customers and stakeholders regarding our service issues; we don't 
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believe that there is any additional service imprqyern.ert tha't could be the result of ~l!ch a 
proc_eeding. Instead, lt would likely divert BNSF;s an.d our c_ustomer's attentiph from addressing 
the underlying service issues to responding in a regulatory environment. Such a proceeding, . 
advocated by a small subset of BNSF coal ~hippers, has· the ,potential to skew service recovery 
towards the shippers who are m·embers of the WCTL at the expense of shippers who are not. 
As regUlators, we urge you not to artificialiy tilt the service recove·rytowards any subset of 
shippers at the expense of others. 

Second, the WCTL asks the Boa'rd t6 hold a "public hearing[] to address involved issues." [WCTL 
Petition at 6] BNSF submits that such a public hearingis Unnecessary. However, unfoituriately 

-· '· 

the current situation is notthe first time BNSF's coal shippers have faced service problems. As 
a result of coal dust call.s~d capacity constraints in 2005, the Board created the Rail Energy 
Transportation A.dvisorv Coundl {RETAC). BNSF is a mem~~rof RETAG, aod we respectfu'lly 
submit that ifthe Board feels a further Board-sponsor~cl pubtk discussion is nece~sary, t~<;~t the 
Boc;trd convE;me a meeting of the :RETAC to disq.1ss the matter, where BNSF could present 

Information that'the !3c:>C:~rd rnemb~r.s f~el ne~essary. 

Third am~ fin.<JIIy, the Wen asks (}NSF to provide t_he. Board with a variety of weekly inforrnatjqn 
regarding o_ur coal service. [WCTL Petition at 7] As I dis_cussed e~rlier, BN.SF is (llrea~y providing 
th~ Board With bi-weekly d_ata re~ardlng our service m_etrics an:d progress toward_s our,serv.i.ce 
recovery. This is -in addition to the service recovery information we are providing to our 
individual customers (as opposed to third party cohsultantsor trade associations). As a result, 
BNSF's preference is to.contimie .to commUnicate bilaterally with.individual customers, where 
we can provide informatiO'n that is more robust and meaningful to that customer. But ifthe 
Board f~els that the rail stakeholder cornmunity as a whole would benefit from additional 

overall information regarding BNSF's·coal service,we suggest that BNSF include appropriate 
ad9itio.nal d11ta and a discussion of.coal service progress as part of its bi-weekly submissions to 
the Board, 

Conclusion 
A~ dl~<;ussed, a_bove, 13N:SF recogniz,es that a com~jn_ati()n p,f fac~prs h;;ts sigl')ifj<;(lntly in;tp~cted 
se.rvice qn pur netlll(ork; impacts that have been felt by a wide r(l11ge qfBNSF'-s customers. 
BNSF's focus is on restoring our.netvyork;s service to the levels exped~d by·all ofour 
customers; as the Board is aware wiil be a lemgthy and uneven prqc~ss; but one which BNS.F is 
certain .We will accomplish. We app_redate ~h~ concerns expres~ed by the BNSF coal custo.mers 
who are members of the WCTL an:d have alr~ady spoken direc~lywith most ofthein. We are 
corhmitted to transparency to ou·r custome-rs and our ·stakeholders about the state Of our 
network as:our service recovers. 

As IIi ave discussed above, BNSF respectfully submits that rio ·aet'ion by the Board is necessary to 
address the issues raised by the wen oh behaif of o.ur customers. But ifthe Board does feel 
that some· regulatory actic>n is necessary; then' We respectfully sutfrhit the Board utilize t~e 
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existing RETAC ana reg-ular BNSF sel'\iice submissions to obtain any additional information and 
reject the proposal to institute a proceeding that will divert time, attention resources from our 
expeditious service recovery. 

cc: Bette Whalen 
William l. Slover 

trely, 
Roger ober 
Executive Vice Presfg~ntlaw & Corp<;>ra,tE! Aff~irs. 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

STATEMENT OF 

STEVEN C. SUNSHINE 
DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL 

. ANTITRUST DIVISION 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. 

BEFORETHE. 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON RAILROADS . 

COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

CONCERNING COMPETITIVE REVIEW OF RAILROAD 
MERGERS AFTeR ICC SUNSET . 

ON 
JANUARY 26, 1995 

Madam Chairwoman and Members of the Subcommittee: I very much 
appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today to explain how the 
Department of JuS1ice would rfNifit raBroad mergers and acquisitions.lf 
the Interstate Commerce Commission's authority to revieW and approve 
those transactions Is repealed. The Department of Justice believes that 

· railroad mergers and acQUisitions should be reviewed under the eame 
legal standards that apply to virtually every other sector of our nation's 
economy. We believe that the antitrust appmach would provide significant 

· advantages, saving time and searce federal resources and reducing 
burden and delay on the merging parties, While sb11 protecting the public 

. Interest by preventing anticompetitlve mergers. 

For most of our economy, Congress has chosen to rely on market 
competition rather than government regulatiQn to protect consumers and 
the public Interest. Not only does competition best aliocate scarce goods 
and services to those who value them most h~hly, It also forces firms to 
become ~ efficient as possible. Consumers benefit where competition Is 
vibrant -It provides the highest possible quality of g~ and serviees at 
the lowest possible cost The antitnlst I~ protect competition by 
prohibiting unreasonable restraints of trade, including mergers that 
threaten substantially to lessen competition. 

A niJmber Of Important Industries have in recent years been largely treed 
from economlo regulation, InClUding trucking, airlines, and natural gas 
produttlon. Building on earlier regulatory and legislative efforts. the 
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staggers Rail Am of 1980 substantially deregulated .the freight rail Industry 
by placing more reliance on market forces. The Staggers Act is widely 
credited with revitalizing freight railroads, many of which were in precarious 
financial condition. The next logical step to deregulate further the rail 
induatly would be to eliminate pri91' government review and approval of 
mergers under the "public Interest" standard that is currently embodied In 
the Interstate Commerce Act 

Under the Interstate Commerce Ar% (ICA), rail carrier merge11 must 
receive prior government approval under a broad "public interest" standard 
before they are perm~ to occur. If a merger transaction invqlvea two 
class I !'80road$, the ICC may not approve it unless and until the · 
Commission determines that the transaction is, on b81anee, •consistent 
with the publto interest. a!1l 

The ICA directs the Commission to consider <:Ompetitlon, but only as one 
of five factars to balance in assesmg the public Interest the effect of the 
proposed transaction on the adequacy of transpo~:tatkm to the public; the 
effect on the public Interest Of InCluding, or failing to Include, other rail 
caniers In the proposed transaction; the total fixed charges that would 
result from the proposed transaction; the interest of carrier employees 
affected by the propc:ised transaction; and whether !he. proposed 
tfansaction would have· an adverse effect on competition among rail 
carriers In the affected reglon . .W · 

· The ICA contemplates Intervention In the process by competlrors and other 
lntel'8$ted parU'ee, and provides for lengthy time periods for the 
Commission to oonduct evidentiary hearings and Issue Its determinatiot1s • 
. It cao take the Commission up to two to thrae years to render its decisions 
on mergers having significant c:o.mpetition issues. Even a rail merger that 
raises few competitive concerns. can be under relliew at the ICC for a year 
or more. For example, the ICC recently completed its review of the 
proposal by the Union Pacific for authority to take control of the Chicago & 
North Western. Union Pacific med Its app~cation on January~. 1993; lhe 
ICC approved the transac:tlon in December 1994. There was extensive 
participation by competitors - competitors who were perhaps more 
concerned with their own private Interests than with the merger's likely 
impact on raB customers. 

A more dramatic example of th(l time that ICC proceedings can.take was 
the Santa Fe's proposal to take control of the Southern Pacific, which the 
Department opposed at the Commission. Those railroads first notified the 
ICC about their proposed combination on November 22, 1983. The ICC'.S 
ultimate decision, which disapproved the transaction, was not made until 
almost 3 years later, on October 10, 1986. Then, Close to 2 more years 
passed before the ICC ordered Santa Fe to divest the Southern Pacific 
stock, Which the ICC had alloWed Santa Fe to hold in a voting trust. 

The ICA's pubHc interest standard as applied In ICC raHroad merger 
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proceedings has led to the negotiation of many protective and ather 
conditions thatcaused the merged carrierw make concessions to 
protesting parties, which often Include Its principal competitors. Such 
ccinditions can limit the potential efficiencies ()fa merger and protect 
competitors from the enhanced c:Oinpetition that could otherwise result 
from a procompetitiVe c:oinblnation. 

In ~n\rast. merger enforcement under the antitrust laws protects 
competition, net competitors. SectiQn 7 of the Clayton Act. 15 U.S.C. 18, 
the PrirnarV provision of the antitrust Jaws goveming mergers and 
acquisltioris, prohibits those transactions that threaten "substantially to 
lessen competition in any Une at commerce In any section of the ec;~untry.• 
The Central iSsUe under the Clayton Act Is whether the merger will result in. 
increased prices to cOnsumers or ~u~ servk:es. 

·Merger decisions are made far more quickly under the antitrust laws than 
under the I CA. Under the premerger notification provisions of the Hart· 
Scott-Rodino ("HSR•) At;t, Ill routine mergers that raise no antitrust issues 
can be c:onsummated upon the eXpiration of a 30-day waHing period (15 
days for cash tender offers}. When requested, the antitrust enforcement 
agencies will in appr.opdate cases agree to "early termination" of the 
waiting period in less than 30 days. · 

,-
Where a merger does raise a~ust concerns, we are able to obtain all of 
the Information we need to resolve those concerns expeditiously. If we 
need additional Information from the parties to complete our inve&tigatlon, 
we can isaue a •sec:oNt reque~ that wlll extend the waiting period an 
additlonal20 days after the parties supply the requ8stecl informatlon.f.4l 
The Department seeks lnfor~on from competitors, suppliers, customers, 
employees, and other knowledgeable parties In order to analyze the 
effects of the merger. In addltloa. we can &eek documents. deposition 
testimony, and lnterrogatmy answers from the parties and other persons 
pursuant to the Antitrust ClvH Process AfA 

When the Department determines that a proposed merger raises 
· significant competitive Issues, several steps are available to speed. 
resolution of the maHer. Most such matters are resolVed In 6 months to a 
Year· The parties cao "ffx-it-first" by ~cturtng the transaction, which 
avoids a legal challenge by tl:le Departrnenllf the Investigation runs Its 
course and the Department decides to challenge the transaction, the 
parties and the Department frequently negotiate a consent judgment that 
corrects the competitiVe problem but otherwise allows the remainder of the 
transaction to go forward. · 

If the Department concludes that a merger transaction as structured would 
violate the an1ftrustlaws, and the parties do net wish to restructure It, the 
Department must go to court to prevent the transadlon. The Department 
can seek a preliminary InjUnction, which prohibits the merger pending 1!1 full 
trial for a pennanent injunction. Even If the case goes through a fUU trial, it 

. - ·-- ----- ------... -~---------~·-··--··. -··-· --- - ..... 
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wHIIikely be resolved less than a year after the complaint is filed. 
&UbstantiaRy less time than It usually takes the ICC to reach a·fmal 
decision on a merger under the ICA. However, only a small percentage of 
the mergers reviewed by the Department are challenged In court. 

The analytical framewcm we usa in merg!9r Investigations Is set forih in the 
100? Ho!lzontal Memer Gujdeljnes, Issued jointly by the Department of 
Justice and the Federal Trade Comml~n. These Merger Guldeljnes 
have been cited and relied on by the COt,Jrts in merger cases. Under the 
Merger Guidelines. we assess the merger's likely harm to competition, and 
consider any efficiencies that may outweigh potential ~armful effects. 

0~ competitive analysis tak8s in1o account the position of each of the 
merging firms in each economically meaningful "relevant market". the 
relevant market's concentration, the extent to which that ooncentraUon 

· would be Increased, the competitive conditions likely to exist In the market 
•r the transacllcn, and the l~ly abHily of the resulting firm to raise 
priQEis or lower services to the detriment of mnsumers. We define relevant 
markets carefully, through an evaluation of any effective substitUtes 
customers have for the services· proviaed .by the merging firms. . •: 

For railroad mergers, the analy$is be~ns with Identification crl the affected 
routes. For two raDroads with largely jiarallel routes, the logical starling
point for defining. a market Is ~ carri!19e of a particular commodity from 
one point (called an origin) to a.~ecoOO, point (called a destination) by the 
merging raifi'oeds. . : 

Once the affected routes are i~e~. the analysis generally focuses on 
an evaluation of the other rail, irjtermcdai, product, and source competition 
opUons available to &hlppers. lntermodal comjletitlcn is the abDity of a 
shipper to substitute another mode ofvanspcirtatlon, usuaUy truck or water 
ca~age, for the shipment of a particular commodity between a particular 
origin and destination. If truck or water service is avaUable and is a close 
substitute for ran carriage for certain commodities, these competitive 
alternatiVes would prevent a rail ca'rier from raising its rates for these 
commodities. For other commodities, however, irucks may be at a 
slgnlflcant disadvantage to rail wl'lere, for example, the distance the 
commQd'rty Is shipped is great, the volume of the commodity shipped is 
large, or the value of the commodity as compared to·Hs weight is small. 

other mrms of competition considered include product and source 
competition. "Product competition'" Is the abDlty of a shipper to substitute 
another commodity that allows use of a tran&portation sy&tem other than 
the merged rail carrier. "Source competition" is the ability of shippers in the 
region of the merging railroads to avoid high rail rates by &hipping a 
commodity to another destination or by obtaining it from another source, 
again using other than the merged rail carrier. 

If one or more of these fonna of competition is available, ItS existence will 
be reflected In the Department's definition of the markets affected by the 
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merger. If such competition Is significant, it may def~ or limit the ability of . 
the merged carrier to raise prices. The degree to which any of these 
methods of (Xlmpetitlon will be effective will vary according to the nature of 
the commodities, routes, and perhaps other factors, including dlfferenoes 

· In demand and/or supply eiasticity for different commodities. · · 

The antitnl&t laws do not prohibit efficient railroad mergers that can benefit 
shippers. The Mercer Guidelines expressly recognize that mergers can 
enhance efficiency. When necessary to an evaluation of the. net 
competitive effects of a merger, we consider the pro&peot that real 
efficiencies Will. be achieved th8t could not be realized absent the merger. 
Thus, the Department of Justice wnl chaleoge a merger only when Its 
likely harm to competition Is not outweighed _by Hs likely efflolencle&. 

The Department has not opposed rail merg~rs that did n~ significantly 
threaten compeUt/on. Over the past 10 years, the Department oppoeed 
only one rail merger in lie entirety- the proposed consolidation of the 
Santa Fe and SOt,lhem Pacific RaUroads - a transaction the ICC ultimately 
disapproved. The DepEWtment raised no objection to the two rail mergers · 
most recently approved by the ICC: ~ansas City Southern's acquisition of 
Mid-South, and the Union Pacific's cor:rtrol of the Chicago & North Western. 

. . 
In sum, our analysis of proposed raiii'Da,d ~rgers using the Memer 
Gyldallnes is the samQ general analy.sis we .. uie In reviewing mergers · 
subject to the antitrust laws. That analYSis IS, sophisticated, thorough, and 
flexible -It involves far more than simply oomputlng market shares or 
concentration figures. It takes Into actount ell the dynamics of the markets 
with which we are dealing. :: 

: "/ 
Subjecting raRroad mergers and acquisitioN! to the antitrust laws would 
expedite both the investigation and resolution of such transactions. 

Madam ChaliWOman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I would be 
happy to respond to any questions that you or other members of the 
Subcommittee may have. 

FOOTNOTES: 

1. 49 U.S.C. 11344(c). If a mergertransaclion does not involve two Class I 
railroads, the ICA requires approval unless the ICC finds there is likely to 
be substantial lessening of competition, aeatlon of a monopoly, or restraint 
of trade in freight surface transportation In any region of the United States 
and the antlcompetltive effecls of the transaction outweigh the public 
interest In meeting significant transportation needs. 1!1. 11344(d). 

2. 49 u.s.c. 11344(b){1). 

3. 15 u.s.c. 18a. 
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e ~eaata ,.,_., 1 30 west superior slleetl duluth, mlnnasot8. 55802 I telephone 218·722-2641 

Minnesotans pay too 
much for electricity 
because of barriers to 
railroad competition. 

COAL 
MINE 

Rail rates are lower 
where competition 
exists. 

S. 621 would remove rail 
bottlenecks and 
unleash competition. 

Minnesota Power 
customers would eee 
Immediate savings. 

.. 

Railroad bottlenecks thwart competition 

Minnesotans pay millions of dollars a year more than they should for electricity 
because of barriers to railroad competition known as "bottlenecks." Bottlenecks 
block access to competing railroads and make it more expensive for electricity 
suppliers to ship coal from mines to power plants. 

For example, the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) railroad can haul coal from 
Wyoming or Montana mines to Minnesota Power's Boswell Energy Center near 
Grand Rapids, Minnesota. Minnesota Power could also use the Union Pacific to ship 
coal from Wyoming to Superior, Wisconsin, but BNSF owns the bottleneck between 
Superior and Boswell. Unfortunately, because feder~llaw has yet to remove this 
barrier to competition, BNSF does not even have to quote a price for service over 
the bottleneck. In effect, ownership of an 80-mile bottleneck allows BNSF to block 
competition from UP over the much longer haul from Wyoming to Superior. In 
railroad policy lingo, MP is a "captive shipper" because the bottleneck makes the 
company dependeot on a single railroad to deliver coal to Boswell. 

Railroad A 

>:-.:..:Ra=i"-'lro:.=a:;::.d .:..:A-~ POWER 
'-. ~ PLANT 
BOnLENECK 

Railroad B 

A study commissioned by the Westem Coal Traffic League found that captive rail 
moves over 600 miles (MP's situation) pay, on average, 4.3 mills per revenue ton 
mile more than similar competitive moves, a premium of about 48 percent. This 
means Minnesota Power customers could be paying as much as $15 million per year 
in added fuel costs merely because the company is a captive rail shiPPer. 

Minnesota'Power strongly supports S. 621 which would remove bottlenecks and 
unleash competition. Unless Congress passes this important legislation, railroads 
will continue tn wield monopoly power over captive shippers, coal transportation 
will be more expeosive than it should be and consumers and businesses will pay 
more than they should for electricity. 

Because of Minnesota's fuel adjustment clause, aoy savings Minnesota Power 
realizes from more competitive rail rates would flow directly to customers. While all 
kinds of customers benefrt from lower electricity prices, the relief could be 
especially helpful to taconite producers struggling to cope with imported steel 
dumping and forest products companies engaged in fierce global competition . 

02) 293-6184 Cell: (202) 679-2839 

/ 
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flli2Jfi.72&.SII6/) -}lobMtl·--

The Houorablc Kay Bailey Hutchison 
United Slates SeDate 
284 Russell Senate Office Building 
WashiDgton, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Hutchison: 

JllllC 28, 1999 

Ill 002 

1 wanted to tab this opporf:lmity to thank you for iD1roducing S. 74 7, the Smface 
Transportation Board Reauthomation 8lld lmproveD~e~~t Ac;t of 1999. Mimlesota Power 8lld our 
customers appreciate your wiDinguess to play an active role ill facili1ating railroad competition. 
Miunesota Power's electric etii1S\1IDm depend on tho railroads to assure that the electricity we 
produce is dolle so reliably and at the lowest possible coat. We file! that our product costs c:Oilld 
be lower but for the fact that we are a captive shipper. 

The United States has seen the railroad industty sbrink from 63 Class I railroads ill 1976 
to 9 Class I railroads today. In 1ilct, thml are ooly 4111l\ior Class l railioads- two ill the east and 
two in the west. This c:oncentration, coupled with the JeCent ''botdcneclt" decision by the courts, 
gives shipping customers lib Ullittle ~over what baa e5leDtially become a Dlonopoly 
situation. 

Minnesota Power strongly supports S.621, which we believe interjects CODlDlon sense: and 
som.e needed c:ompetition imo tbe lllilroad industry. However, we applaud your leadership in 
trying to find c:oD1IDOII. ground bctwccn the railroads and their CIISIOincrs. Minnesota Power 
urges you to continue your active role ill this debate. Tlaosportation is a sipificant cost of llUIIIY 
products. Your leadership is needed D.OW to assure that the CODSitmen of electricity, and the 
millions of other CODBIIDlers 8llroSB the United States, do not pay :more for their products because 
of a lack of cODlpetition in rail service. 

If yon have any questions please do not hesitate to &ive m.e a call at (218) 723-3981, or 
Bill Libro of our WashingtoD. Office at (202) 638·7707. 

cc: Amy Henderson 
be: Ed Russell 

Bob Edwards 

ly, 

~·IM 
James A. Roberts 
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April 5, 1999 

The Honorable Pat Roberts 
United States Senate 
SH-302 Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear SClUII:or Roberts: 

I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for cosponsoring 8.621, the Railroad 
Competition and Service Improvement Act of 1999. As a captive shipper, this bill is very 
important to Minnesota Power and many of our customers. 

The United States has seen the railroad industiy shrink from 63 Class I railroads in 1976 
to nine Class I railroads today. In fact, there are only four major Class I railroads- two 
in the east and two in the west. This concentration, coupled with the recent 'bottleneck" 
court decision, gives shipping customers little power over what has essentially become a 
monopoly situation. · 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to call me at (218) 723-3981, or Bill Libro, Manager-Federal Government 
Affairs, at (202) 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Keith Yehle 

---------------==-----------=----------=~~~~~~A~TWXR~~ 
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o.ndi-0""-com 

April 5, 1999 

The Honorable Conrad Bums 
United States Senate 
187 Dirksen Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Burns: 

I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for cosponsoring 8.621, the Railroad 
Competition and Service Improvement Act of 1999. As a captive shipper, this bill is very 
important to Minnesota Power and many of our customers. 

The United States has seen the railroad industry shrink from 63 Class I railroads in 1976 
to nine Class I railroads today. In tact, there are only four major Class I railroads -two 
in the east and two in the west This concentration, coupled with the recent 'bottleneck" 
court decision, gives shipping customers little power over wbat has essentially become a 
monopoly situation. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to call me at (218) 723-3981, or Bill Libra, Manager-Federal Government 
Affairs, at (202) 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Randall Popelka 

-----------------------------=--------------~~~~-~-A-Ta~~~ 
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JanHJs A Flob6rls - Illes pi8Sident corpotBto relilliclls 
2111-723·311111 
lllit 2tii-72S-39110 
e-m./1 }rDbons01711¥'0..,_com 

April 5, 1999 

The Honorable Jay Rockefeller 
United States Senate 
531 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Rockefeller: 

I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for introducing S.621, the Railroad 
Competition and Service Improvement Act of 1999. As a captive shipper, this bill is very 
important to Minnesota Power and many of our customers. 

As you pointed out in your Congressional Record comments, the United States has seen 
the railroad industry shrink from 63 Class I railroads in 1976 to nine Class I railroads 
today. In fact, there are only four major Class I railroads- two in the east and two in the 
west. This concentration, coupled with the recent 'bottleneck" court decision, gives 
shipping customers little power over what has essentially become a monopoly situation. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to call me at (218) nJ-3981, or Bill Libro, Manager-Federal Government 
Affairs, at (202) 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Kerry Ates 

ALWAYBATYOURSERV/CE 
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218-123-31181 
fait 218·7R3..:J98D 
Hn~H jtobertsflmnptJwer.com 

AprilS, 1999 

The Honorable Paul Wellstone 
United States Senate 
SH-136 Hart Senate Office Bnilding 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Wellstone: 

I wanted to take this opportunity to encourage you to support, and cosponsor, S.621, the 
Railroad Competition and Service Improvement Act of 1999. This important legislation, 
introduced by Senator Rockefeller on March 1 S, eo joys bipartisan support A3 a captive 
user of the rail system, this bill is very important to Minnesota Power and many of our 
customers. 

The United States has seen the railroad industry shrink from 63 Class I railroads in 1976 
to nine Class I railroads today. In fact, there are only four msjor Class I railroads -two in 
the east and two in the west. This concentration coupled with the receot "bottleoeck'' 
court decision, gives shipping customers little power to negotiate with the railroads over 
the price ofits transportation service. In many cases the situation is essentially that of 
monopoly status eojoyed by the railroad. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to call me at (218) 723-3981, or Bill Libro, Manager-Federal Government 
Affairs, at (202) 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
cc: Kelly Ross 

ALWAVSATYOURSERVICE 
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AprilS, 1999 

The Honorable Russell Feingold 
United States Senate 
7 I 6 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Feingold: 

I wanted to take this opportunity to encourage you to support, and cosponsor, S.621, the 
Railroad Competition and Service Improvement Act of 1999. This important legislation, 
introduced by Senator Rockefeller on March 15, enjoys bipartisan: support. As a captive 
user of the rail system, this bill is very important to MiDnesota Po~ and many of our 
customers. 

The United States bas seen the railroad industry shrink from 63 Class I railroads in 1976 
to nine Class I railroads today. In filet, there are only four major Class I railroads -two in 
the east and two in the west. This concentration coupled with the recent "bottleneck" 
court decision, gives shipping customers little power to negotiate with the railroads over 
the price of its transportation service. In many cases the situation is essentially that of 
monopoly status enjoyed by the railroad. 

MiDnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to call me at (218) 723-3981, or Bill Libro, Manager-Federal Government 
Affairs, at (202) 638·7707. 

a~ 
~A. Roberts . 

cc: Mary Frances Repko 

ALWA\'SATI'OURSEFlV/CE 
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April 5, 1999 

The Honorable Herb Kohl 
United States Senate 
330 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Kohl: 

I wanted to take this opportunity to encourage you to support, and cosponsor, 5.621, the 
Railroad Competition and Service Improvement Act of 1999. This important legislation, 
in1roduced by Senator Rockefeller on March 15, enjoys bipartisan support. As a captive 
user of the rail system, this bill is vezy important to Minnesota Power and many of our 
customers. 

The United States has seen the railroad industry shrink from 63 Class I railroads in 1976 
to nine Class I railroads today. In fact, there are only four major Class I railroads - two in 
the east and two in the west. This concentration coupled with the recent ''bottleneck" 
court decision, gives shipping customers little power to negotiate with the railroads over 
the price of its transportation service. In many cases the situation is essentially that of 
monopoly status enjoyed by the railroad. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to call me at (218) 723-3981, or Bill Libro, Manager-Federal Government 
Affairs, at (202) 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

~tt:P 
James A. Roberts 

cc: Mark Rokala 

ALWAYSATYDURSERVICE 
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AprilS, 1999 

The Honol'llble Tom Daschle 
Senate Minority Leader 
United States Senate 
509 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Daschle: 

I wanted to take this opportunity to encourage you to support, and cosponsor, 8.621, the 
Railroad Competition and Service Improvement Act of 1999. This important legislation, ·· 
introduced by Senator Rockefeller on March 15, enjoys bipartisan support As a captive 
user of the rail system, this bill is very important to Minnesota Power and many of our 
customers. 

The United States bas seen the railroad industry shrink from 63 Class I railroads in 1976 
to nine Class I railroads today. In fact, there are only four major Class I railroads - two in 
the east and two in the west. This concentration coupled with the recent "bottleneck" 
court decision, gives shipping customers little power to negotiate with the railroads over 
the price of its transportation service. In many cases the situation is essentially that of 
monopoly status enjoyed by the railroad. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to call me at (218) 723-3981, or Bill Libro, Manager-Fedel'lll Government 
Affairs, at(202) 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Eric Washburn 
Peter Hanson 
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April 5, 1999 

The Honorable Tim Johnson 
United States Senate 
324 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Johnson: 

I wanted to take this opportunity to encourage you to support, and cosponsor, S.62l, the 
Railroad Competition and Service Improvement Act of 1999. This important legislation, 
introduced by Senator Rockefeller on March IS, ~oys bipartisan support. As a captive 
user of the rail system, this bill is very important to Minnesota Power and many of our 
customers. 

The United States has seen the railroad industry shrink from 63 Class I railroads in 1976 
to nine Class I railroads today. In fact, there are only four major Class I railroads - two in 
the east and two in the west. This concentration coupled with the recent "bottleneck" 
court decision, gives shipping customers little power to negotiate with the railroads over 
the price of its transportation service. In many cases the situation is essentially that of 
monopoly status enjoyed by the railroad. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece oflegislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to call me at (218) 723-3981, or Bill Libro, Manager-Federal Government 
Affairs, at (202) 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

g:~ 
cc: Sarah Dahlin 

ALWAYSATYOURSERVJCE 
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JIM RAMSTAD 
THIRD DISTRICT, MINNESOTA 

WAYS AND MEANS 
COMMITTEE 

TRADE SUBCOMMITIEE 

H!;ALTH SUBCOMMimE 

October 6, 1999 

James A Roberts 
Minnesota Power 
30 W Superior Street 
Duluth, Minnesota 55802 

Dear James:. 

WAS .. NGTON OFFICI:; 

103 CANNON HOUSI! 0A'IC:~ 8utLOING 

WAstUrtGTOH, DC 2061& 
12021225-2871 

DISTRICT OFFICE: 

8120 PeNN AVENUE SouTH, f'\52 
BI.OOMINtiT'QN, MN 56431 

1812)881--.uMIO 

Thank you for contacting me about H.R 2784, the Railroad Organization and Service 
Improvement Act. It is always nice to hear from you. 

My staff and I have met with NSP representatives on this issue, and I am certainly sympathetic to 
your plight and to that of all Minnesota consumers who pay higher prices due to the 
consolidation of railroad companies. 

I am hopeful the Surface Transportation Board reauthorization bill will serve as a vehicle to fix 
this significant economic problem. While I am becoming pessimistic that it will be addressed 
this year, I have received assurances that it is a priority for the Transportation committee in 2000. 

Rest assured I will keep your views in mind should this issue come to the House floor for a vote .. 

Thanks again for your letter, as I appreciate hearing from you. Please feel free to contact me 
anytime I can be helpful to you or your family. 

JIM JV>.lV.L3 

Member of Congress 

JR:mi 

PRINTED ON fiECYCLEO PAPER 
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4CongttB of tbt llnittl:l •tates 

Jaek lcheJaeadort, Chief of Statr 
Mic:hel Stlwli\Do Deputy Cblef o!Siarr 

Mr. James A. Roberts 
Vice President 
Minnesota Power 
30 West Supenor Street 
Duluth, Minnesota 55802-2093 

Dear Jim: 

J;lou'e of ~~mtatitJe' 
i!iltaSbington. iBit 20515 

October 14, 1999 

Jramtjjll.. II!Mmstll\' 
3ansdlinl! mmocrntit ;fllember 

Thank you for your letter on H.R. 2784, Rep. Quinn's proposed Railroad 
Competition and Service Improvement Act of 1999. This bill is identical to S. 621, 
introduced by Senator Rockefeller, and is intended to change the statute under which the 
Surface Transportation Board (STB) operates so as t.o enhance railroa.d competition and 
improve service to shippers. 

The Rockefeller-Quinn bill has four major provisions: (1) it. overturns the Surface 
Transportation Board's ''bottleneck" decision, which restricts competition on routes 
where two carriers could compete along part of the route; (2) it opens up more 
opportunities for competitive terminal access and reciprocal switching without having to 
meet the Board's burdensome "anticompetitive practices" standard; (3) it codifies the 
Board's sensible decision on product and geographic competition from last year, so that it 
cannot be overturned by the Board in the future; and ( 4) it eliminates the requirement for 
the Board to make annual determinations of revenue adequacy. 

I think all of these provisions are a step in the right direction of achieving a more 
competitive railroad industry that provides better service to shippers and sets rates more 
equitably. However, there are several provisions that I think we need in an STB 
reauthorization bill that are not included in the Rockefeller-Quinn bill. · First, and 
foremost, the bill does nothing to correct the Board's practice of abrogating collective 
bargaining agreements to reduce costs for merging railroads. Second, the bill does not 
address the problem that commuter railroads have encountered ofl?eing refused access to 
the freight rail qctwoi'k. Third, the bill does not correct the tendency pftl;le.Board to 
ignore legitimate s8.fety and environmental coucems of towns and cities that are affected 
by .the BOOJd's decisions.:: .. · 

: . r. r. ,. .. ' . ... · 

(202) 225-9446 3aoom 2165, 1\a,p!Jill'n Alo~~Se lf((ite jlluilllinll http://www.houso.gov/transportatlon/ 
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Mr. James A. Roberts 
October 14, 1999 
Page2 

While I am flexible on the question of exactly which provisions I could support in 
an STB reauthorization bill, I do not believe Congress can- or should- enact STB 
authorization without addressing the issues of abrogation of collective bargaining 
agreements, commuter railroad access to the freight rail network, and the concerns of 
cities about the preemption of their safety and environmental ordinances. 

I am considering crafting my own version of a reauthorization bill to meet the 7 
needs of shippers, employees, railroads and communities - and look forward to working 
with you toward that objective. 

With all best wishes. 

-~ 

';;;;l)i:.:::rstar, M.C. 
Ranking Democratic Member 

JLO/jwmm 
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Jemes A. Roberts -Illes pruldenl. corpor&~e rstat/ofls 
218-723·3SB1 

''"' 2tfl.123-3980 . ......,,_. __ _ 

The Honorable Earl Pomeroy 
United States House of Representatives 
1533 Longworth House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Representative Pomeroy: 

May 30,2000 

I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for introducing HR 4514, the "Rail Merger 
Reform and Customer Protection Act". AB a captive shipper, this bill is very important to 
Minnesota Power and the competitiveness of all our elec1ric customers in the upper 
Midwest. 

Al!. you are. well aware, the United States has seen the railroad industry shrink from 63 
CJass I railroads in 1976to ·g Class I railioads today. In fact, there are only 4 major Class 
I railroads -two in the east and two in the west. This concentration, coupled with the 
court decision on the bottlenecks issue, gives shipping customers little power over what 
has essentially become a monopoly situation. 

Both of Minnesota Power's major coal-fired plants are captive shippers for coal 
deliveries. Because of this, Minnesota Power estimates that our regional electric 
customers pay approximately $15 million more per yesr in elec1ricity costs than they 
would otherwise. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to give me a call at {218) 723-3981, or Bill Libro of our Washington Office at 
{202) 638-7707. 

cc · · Michael Snuirt 
T~acee Gross 

Sincerely, 

A·~ J J!l-'• , 
James A. Roberts 
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be: Ed Russell 

]t\MES A. ROBERTS 
Vice Pmrdent. Corpo!W Relations 

•• •j • 

,. 
. '·:· 

1'he Honorable Jim Obersw 
United States House of Representatives 
2366 Rayburn House OtTICII Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Janulll"}' 18,2001 

•••• Jl:l:: ·' •' 

We are extremely pleased tbat JOU chose to illll"Odllce tbis important piece of 
legislation at the bogiunlng of the lar" Congress. Both of MiDncsora Power's majot 
coal-fired planu, the Boswell Energy Center in Cohasset and !he Laskiu: Buergy Center in · 
Hoyt Lakes, are captive shippers for coal cleliverles. Because of this, Millnesora Power 
estimates that our electric customers pay approximately SIS million mOfC per year in 
electricity costs than they would olhelwise. 

AJj yon are well aware, the United States has seen the tailroad industry shrink 
dramatically over the peat 2S ycllfS. 1bis !eduction in the number of railroads, and the 
resulting size and marlcet power of the few remaining companies, gives. shipping 
customers lilce MinnesDta. Power little leverage over what has esscntiililly become a 
monopoly service. · •· · 

•• :. J 

•. !'~ •' •lt•l' .' 
Minnesota Power 11P.Plauds your leaclcrsl}}p and looks forward to wot~ wj."th' 

you and your staff on this impOltallt piece.~ legislation. If you have ~Y. ~~Stioits 
please do not hesitate to give me a call &t..C218) 723-3981, or Bill).~liii'D of our 
Washington Office at(202) 638-7JR?~.'' _ .. ;, .... : ..... 

· •· '~ I' • j~ I:. ' . ' 
·:: ·,::' 

'',;~I 

1",, 

• •I 

Prank Mwve/. , : . 
BiliRiclwd 
Bobl!dward& 
D~nShippar 

. .••. i: ·.· 
. Sincerely, 

~Robem 

. ' 
' . . . 

. . ! . ~ ~ 

. I • , '! • •• '• . , ! ,',: :, , , 

30 West Superior Stn:et I Duluth, Mlmesota 55802·20931218·723-3981 r Fax 21 ~-279·5050 I E-maD )roberts@ailele.com 
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RobetiO.Edwartfl 
Prr:sfdtnt and CJ!Iel fJ«:cutNe Officor 
Fax 218-723-3960 
E-mail bedwards@mllPoWM.CDm. 

June 1, 2001 

The Honorable Jim Oberstar 
2365 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Jim, 

On behalf of Minnesota Power (MP) and all our electric customers, I want to 
thank you for your active and continued involvement in the captive rail shipper 
issue. As you know, transportation costs make up the bulk of the cost of coal 
delivered to our power plants, and companies like Minnesota Power often have 
little bargaining power with their rail provider. Given that, I'm convinced that 
your involvement in our concerns, and the effects of rail rates on electric prices for 
our customers in Northern Minnesota, helped us secure rates from the Burlington 
Northern Santa Fe that are fair for both BNSF and our customers. The agreement 
worked out between the two companies is important, and will help us contain the 
cost of electricity well into the future. 

We look forward to working with you on this and other issues to keep energy costs 
low and reliability high for your constituents that we serve. 

Sincerely, 

Robert D. Edwards 

cc: Bill Richard 
Aaron Peterson 
Frank Mulvey 

bee: Don Shippar 
Jim Roberts 
aill'Libro 
Dave McMillan 
Eric Norberg 
Eric Olson 
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HEARING ON RAILROAD SHIPPER ISSUES 

(JULY31,2002) 

STATEMENT OF MINNESOTA POWER 
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON 
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION AND 

MERCHANT MARINE OF THE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON 

COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

Minnesota Power, a division of ALLETE, appreciates the opportunity to present 

its written views on railroad shipper issues to the Subcommittee. We ask that this 

statement be included in the Subcommittee's July 31, 2002 hearing record. 

INTRODUCTION 

Minnesota Power's interest in railroad shipper issues is two-fold. First, Minnesota 

Power transports significant volumes of coal, by rail, to its electric generating facilities. 

These facilities include the Boswell Energy Center located near Grand Rapids, Minnesota 

and the Laskin Energy Center located in Hoyt Lakes, Minnesota. Both of these plants are 

served by a single rail carrier. Secondly, several of Minnesota Power's large power 

customers are heavily dependant on rail service for transportation of both inbound and 

outbound products. In many instances our customers' facilities are solely served by a 

single rail carrier. 

I 
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Minnesota Power serves more than 130,000 electric customers and 16 municipal 

systems across a 26,000 square mile service territory in northwestern Minnesota. A 

Minnesota Power subsidiary sells electricity to 14,000 customers, natural gas to 12,000 

customers, and provides water services to 10,000 customers in northwestern Wisconsin. 

Minnesota Power also has a unique customer base. A dozen large power 

customers (requiring at least I 0 megawatts of generating capacity) purchase about one

half of the electricity Minnesota Power sells. Minnesota Power's large power customers 

include five taconite producers who mine and process the iron-bearing rock that underlies 

the Missabe Iron Range. More than 60 percent of the ore consumed by integrated steel 

facilities in the United States originates from Minnesota Power's five taconite customers. 

Taconite processing requires large quantities of electric power. Minnesota Power's large 

power customers also include four paper and pulp manufacturers. 

STATEMENT OF POSITION 

In 1980, Congress enacted the Staggers Rail Act. The Staggers Act was designed 

and intended to balance both shipper and carrier interests. Since the Staggers Act was 

enacted, the nation's railroads have aggressively implemented the various pricing and 

consolidation freedoms the Staggers Act accorded to them. These actions, aided first by 

the Interstate Commerce Commission ("ICC") and subsequently, upon the sunset of the 

ICC, by the Surface Transportation Board ("STB"), have resulted in an unprecedented 

concentration of market power in a very few rail carriers. Just prior to the enactment of 

2 
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the Staggers Act, there were 42 Class I railroads. Today, that number has shrunk 

dramatically and the industry is dominated by a few behemoths. 

No shipper in the past fifteen years has been able to successfully prosecute a case 

under the competitive access provisions in the Staggers Act. While the railroads, with the 

ICC/STB's active support, have aggressively implemented the railroad pricing and 

consolidation provisions in the Staggers Act, the same can not be said for other 

provisions in the Staggers Act designed to offset carrier monopoly pricing power. These 

provisions were designed to open up captive rail facilities to competition. Similarly, the 

Board's controversial 1996 decision in the Bottleneck Case effectively prevents 

bottleneck rail shippers from obtaining the benefits of competition. Finally, the ICC/STB 

maximum rate process does not work for smaller shippers. These shippers simply cannot 

afford to file and prosecute their cases under current STB standards. 

Minnesota Power urges Congress to take necessary remedial actions to correct the 

above-referenced imbalance in the administration of the Staggers Act. To that end, 

Minnesota Power supports H.R. 141, Surface Transportation Reform Act, S. 1103, 

Railroad Competition Act of2001 and S. 2245, Railroad Competition, Arbitration and 

Service Act. While each of these bills differs in their details, they all are intended to 

increase captive rail shippers' competitive options and to ease captive rail shippers' 

litigation burdens. These are important changes in the law that would preserve and 

enhance the goals Congress sought to achieve in the Staggers Act. Most importantly, 

3 
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they would restore a fair balance of shipper and carrier interests. 

* * * 

In conclusion, Minnesota Power would like to thank the Subcommittee, once 

again, for the opportunity to submit our written views for the record in this 

important hearing. Congress has an opportunity, and an obligation, to address the 

concerns of rail shippers and the millions of consumers who are paying more than 

they should for products that are transported by rail. Minnesota Power would be 

happy to provide any additional or supplemental information that the 

Subcommittee may need. 

4 
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The Honorable Mark Dayton 
United States Senate 
346 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Dayton: 

May 1, 2003 

I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for cosponsoring S.919, the Railroad 
Competition Act of2003. As a captive shipper, this bill is very important to Minnesota 
Power and the competitiveness of all our electric customers in the upper Midwest. 

As you are well aware, the United States has seen the railroad industry shrink from over 
60 Class I railroads in 1976 to 5 major Class I railroads serving the United States today. 
This market concentration, coupled with a regulatory process at the Surface 
Transportation Board that is at best cumbersome, gives shipping customers little leverage 
in negotiating rail contracts. In some cases where the customer is "captive" the situation 
resembles a monopoly more than a functioning market Both of Minnesota Power's 
major coal-tired plants are captive shippers for coal deliveries. Our major customers that 
ship bulk commodities also directly suffer because of this lack of competition. 

The United States needs a financially strong railroad industry. However, we must also 
have railroad pricing practices that are fair and consistent for all customers, not just those 
that are fortunate enough to be situated where rail-to-rail competition exists. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to give me a call or Bill Libro of our Washington Office at (202) 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

Dll~ 
Donald J. Shippar 

ANALLET§)coMPANv ....___ .<:r 

' . It'" 
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Donald}. Sh/pp8r 
President and Chief Operating Officer 

The Honorable Conrad Burns 
187 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Burns: 

May 1,2003 

I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for introducing 8.919, the Railroad 
Competition Act of2003. As a captive shipper and a significant consumer oflow-sulfur 
Montana coal, this bill is very important to Minnesota Power and the competitiveness of 
all our electric customers in the upper Midwest. 

As you are well aware, the United States has seen the railroad industry shrink from over 
60 Class I railroads in 1976 to 5 major Class I railrOads serving the United States today. 
This market concentration, coupled with a regulatory process at the Surface 
Transportation Board that is a~ best cumbersome, gives shipping customers little leverage 
in negotiating rail contracts. In some cases where the customer is "captive" the situation 
resembles a monopoly more than a functioning market. Both of Minnesota Power's 
major coal-fired plants are captive shippers for coal deliveries. Our major customers that 
ship bulk commodities also directly suffer because of this lack of competition. 

The United States needs a financially strong railroad industry. However, we must also 
have railroad pricing practices that are fair and consistent for all rail customers, not just 
those that are fortunate enough to be situated where rail-to-rail competition exists. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to give me a call or contact Bill Libro in our Washington Office at (202) 638-
7707. 

Sincerely, 

--\_)il ~ 
Donald J. Shippar 
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The Honorable Max Baucus 
United States Senate 
511 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Baucus: 

May I, 2003 

I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for cosponsoring 8.919, the Railroad 
Competition Act of2003. As a captive shipper and a significant consumer of low-sulfur 
Montana coal, this bill is very important to Minnesota Power and the competitiveness of 
all our electric customers in the upper Midwest. 

As you are well aware, the United States has seen the railroad industry shrink from over 
60 Class I railroads in 1976 to 5 major Class I railroads serving the United States today. 
This market concentration, coupled with a regulatory process at the Surface 
Transportation Board that is at best cumbersome, gives shipping customers little leverage 
in negotiating mil contracts. In some cases where the customer is "captive" the situation 
resembles a monopoly more than a functioning market. Both of Minnesota Power's 
major coal-fired plants are captive shippers for coal deliveries. Our major customers that 
ship bulk commodities also directly suffer because of this lack of competition. 

The United States needs a financially strong railroad industry. However, we must also 
have railroad pricing practices that are fair and consistent for all rail customers, not just 
those that are fortunate enough to be situated where mil-to-rail competition exists. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to give me a call or contact Bill Libro in our Washington Office at (202) 63 8-
7707. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Donald J. Shippar 
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The Honorable Larry Craig 
United States Senate 
520 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Craig: 

May 1,2003 

. I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for cosponsoring S.919, the Railroad 
Competition Act of2003. As a captive shipper, this bill is very important to Minnesota 
Power and the competitiveness of all our electric cnstomers in the upper Midwest. 

As you are well aware, the United States has seen the railroad industry shrink from over 
60 Class I railroads in 1976 to 5 major Class I railroads serving the United States today. 
This market concentration, coupled with a regulatory process at the Surface 
Transportation Board that is at best cumbersome, gives shipping customers little leverage 
in negotiating rail contracts. In some cases where the customer is "captive" the situation 
resembles a monopoly more than a functioning market. Both of Minnesota Power's 
major coal-fired plants are captive shippers for coal deliveries. Our major customers tba1 
ship bulk commodities also directly suffer because of this lack of competition. 

The United States needs a financially strong railroad industry. However, we must also 
have railroad pricing practices that are fair and consistent for all customers, not just those 
that are fortunate enough to be situated where rail-to-rail competition exists. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to give me a call or Bill Libro of our Washington Office at (202) 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

LJ_Q~ 
Donald J. Shippar 

ANAi...L~"":"-~COMPANV ....__ __ .<J 
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The Honorable Nonn Coleman 
United States Senate 
320 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Coleman: 

May 1, 2003 

I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for cosponsoring 8.919, the Railroad 
Competition Act of 2003. As a captive shipper, this bill is very important to Minnesota 
Power and the competitiveness of all our electric customers in the upper Midwest. 

As you are well aware, the United States has seen the railroad industry shrink from over 
60 Class I railroads in 1976 to 5 major Class I railroads serving the United States today. 
This market concentration, coupled with a regulatory process at the Surface 
Transportation Board that is at best cumbersome, gives shipping customers little leverage 
in negotiating rail contracts. In some cases where the customer is "captive" the situation 
resembles a monopoly more than a functioning market Both of Minnesota Power's 
major coal-fired plants are captive shippers for coal deliveries. Our ma,jor customers that 
ship bulk commodities also directly suffer because of this lack of competition. 

The United States needs a financially strong railroad industry. However, we must also 
have railroad pricing practices that are fair and consistent for all customers, not just those 
that are fortunate enough to be situated where rail-to-rail competition exists. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to give me a call or Bill Libra of our Washington Office at (202) 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

w~ 
Donald J. Shippar 
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The Honorable Bryon Dorgan 
United States Senate 
713 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Dorgan: 

May I, 2003 

I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for cosponsoring S.919, the Railroad 
Competition Act of2003. As a captive shipper, this bill is very important to Minnesota 
Power and the competitiveness of all our electric customers in the upper Midwest 

As you are well aware, the United States bas seen the railroad industry shrink from over 
60 Class I railroads in 1976 to S major Class I railroads serving the United States today. 
This market concentration, coupled with a regulatory process at the Surface 
Transportation Board that is at best cumbersome, gives shipping customers little leverage 
in negotiating rail contracts. In some cases where the customer is "captive" the situation 
resembles a monopoly more than a futwtioning liiiiiket. Both of Minnesota Power's 
major coal-fired plants are captive shippers for coal deliveries. Our major customers that 
ship bulk commodities also directly suffer because of this lack of competition. 

The United States needs a financially strong railroad industry. However, we must also 
have railroad pricing practices that are filir and consistent for all customers, not just those 
that are fortunate enough to be situated where rail-to-rail competition exists. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to give me a call or Bill Libro of our Washington Office at (202) 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

Donald J. Shippar 
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The Honorable Tim Johnson 
United States Senate 
324 Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Johnson: 

May I, 2003 

I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for cosponsoring S.919, the Railroad 
Competition Act of2003. As a captive shipper, this bill is very important to Minnesota 
Power and the competitiveness of all our electric customers in the upper Midwest. 

As you are well aware, the United States has seen the railroad industry shrink from over 
60 Class I railroads in 1976 to 5 major Class I railroads serving the United States today. 
This market concentration, coupled with a regulatory process at the Surface 
Transportation Board that is at best cumbersome, gives shipping customers little leverage 
in negotiating rail contracts. In some cases where the customer is "captive" the situation 
resembles a monopoly more than a functioning market. Both of Minnesota Power's 
major coal-fired plants are captive shippers for coal deliveries. Our major customers that 
ship bulk commodities also directly suffer because of this lack of competition. 

The United States needs a financially strong railroad industry. However, we must also 
have railroad pricing practices that are fair and consistent for all customers, not just those 
that are fortunate enough to be situated where rail-to-rail competition exists. 

Minnesota Power applauds your leadership and looks forward to working with you and 
your staff on this important piece oflegislation. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to give me a call or Bill Libro of our Washington Office at (202) 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

Donald J. Shippar 

AN.A.LLET~c:;:o M ~ANV 
\..._ .. <)· 
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The Honorable James Oberstar 
2165 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Representative Oberstar: 

May27, 2003 

I wanted to take this opportunity to personally thank you for introducing H.R. 2192, the 
STB Reform Act of2003. The reforms this bill envisions are very important to 
Minnesota Power and the competitiveness of all our electric customers in Minnesota. 

As you are well aware, the United States has seen the railroad industry shrink from over 
60 Class I railroads in 1976 to 5 major Class I railroads serving the United States today. 
This market concentration, coupled with a costly and cumbersome regulatory process at 
the Surface Transportation Board gives shipping customers little leverage in negotiating 
rail contracts. In some cases where the customer is "captive" the situation resembles a 
monopoly more than a functioning market. Both of Minnesota Power's major coal-fired 
plants are captive shippers for coal deliveries. Our major customers that ship bulk 
commodities also directly suffer because of this lack of competition. 

The United States needs a financially strong railroad industry. However, we must also 
have railroad pricing practices that are fair and consistent for all rail customers, not just 
those that are fortunate enough to be situated where rail-to-rail competition exists. 

Minnesota Power applauds your continued leadership on this issue and looks forward to 
working with you and your staff on this important piece of legislation. If you have any 
questions please do not hesitate to give me a call or contact Bill Libro in our Washington 
Office at (202} 638-7707. 

Sincerely, 

.. , .. 
. ... 

.. . ,;': . 
. ,· 

ANALLET~COM~ANV 
~<)' 
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The Honorable R. Hewitt Pate 
Assistant Attorney General 
Antitrust Division · 
Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20530 

Dear Assistant Attorney General: 

COMMimE ON THE JUDICIARY 

2138 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE 8U!L.CING 

WASHINGTON, DC 20515-6216 

(2021 225-3951 
hnpJ/w-.house.gov/jucliciary 

July 15, 2004 

JOHN COH'I'!RS. Jlt, Mrchigen 
FIANI(ING MINORITY MEMBER 

HOWARD L. BEAMAN, Californie 
RICK IOUCHEII, VII'Qtnil 
JERAOlD NADlER, N- 'l'orll 
ROBERT c. ~aoaav· seen. VotQI/111 
MELVIN L. WATT, Me>r!h C.rg~ ... 
ZOI! LO,GIIEN, C.llfo""l 
SHI!II.A J.4CICSON li!E, TeKM 
MA-XINE WATEIIS, C.llforn11 
MARl1N T. MEE!HAN, Mueachuwtlt 
WILUAM 0. DELAHUNT. M--'IUMnll 
ROBERT WE.XLEA, floildl 
TAMMY BALDWIN, 'Macon"" 
ANTliONY D. WEIN!R, NIIIW Yor~ 
ADAM 8. SCHIFF, CeMfom~ 
LlMOA T. sANo\U, Cll1fomra 

I write to request that the Department of Justice Antitrust Division provide the Committee with its 
assessment and views on issues involving the application of the antitrust laws in the railroad 
transportation industry, and, more generally, on railroad competition policy. 

United States railroads currently enjoy limited antitrust immunity. It is not clear that this immunity 
from antitrust actions serves the public interest in this marketplace. Some of these antitrust 
exemptions were established over eight decades ago, when competitive conditions in this 
marketplace were fundamentally different. 

For example: 

• 

• 

Railroads are generally exempt from Sherman Act antitrust actions for treble damages if 
common carrierrates "approved by the [government]" are involved. This exemption is based 
upon notions of inherent conflict between a pervasive regime of rate regulation and published 
rates - a regime which no longer exists in the largely deregulated environment in which 
railroads presently operate. See Keogh v. Chicago & Nor\hwestern R. Co., 260 U.S. 156 
(1922); SquareD Co. v. Niagara Frontier Tariff Bureau. Inc., 476 U.S. 409 (1986). 

Railroads are generally exempt from private antitrust actions "for injunctive relief against 
any common carrier subject to the jurisdiction of the Surface Transportation Board under 
subtitle IV of Title 49." See 15 U.S. C. § 26 et. seq. 
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• Persons participating in approved or exempted railroad consolidation, merger, and 
acquisition of control are "exempt from the antitrust laws and from all other law, including 
State and municipal law, as necessary to let that rail carrier, corporation, or person carry out 
the transaction ... ". See 49 U.S.C. § 1132l(a). 

To the extent that exemptions from the antitrust laws unfairly shield competitors from competition, 
these exemptions require scrutiny and reconsideration as conditions warrant. This scrutiny is 
especially justified given the highly concentrated nature of the railroad industry. After years of 
industry consolidation, only two major carriers in the West and two major carriers in the East remain 
in this marketplace. In addition, many individuals, communities, and regions are served by only one 
railroad carrier. 

Additionally, railroad customers have raised a number of concerns toward a range of industry 
practices that have allegedly suppressed competition in this marketplace. These practices include 
refusals by railroads to establish common carrier rates on individual "bottleneck" rail segments and 
corresponding demands that service be provided only on full-through rail routes. This practice 
produces anticompetitive harm by preventing customers from enjoying the benefits of carrier 
competition on rail segments in which at least two carriers compete. Another troubling allegation 
concerns Class I railroads imposing "paper barriers" after spinning off lower density lines to short
line railroads and subsequently preventing these carriers from handling business in conjunction with 
other railroads that would otherwise be eligible to provide competitive service. Additionally, 
concerns have been expressed that both of the major western Class I railroads are now attempting 
to publicly price major portions of their bulk commodity services in a manner that could raise 
anticompetitive concerns. 

I relay these concerns, not because I seek to substantiate them as indicators of anticompetitive 
conduct in this marketplace, but rather, because they indicate that additional investigation into 
industry competitive practices may be warranted. Additionally, these concerns may highlight the 
need to revisit existing law and regulatory policies to more forcefully promote effective intramodal 
competition in the transportation marketplace. They may also indicate that investigation by the 
Department of Justice into such practices may be appropriate. 

Given the special expertise of the Antitrust Division and its authority to investigate issues of 
competitive conduct in the railroad transportation industry, the Committee would benefit from 
receiving the written views of the Division on this matter. 
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I thus request an assessment of those concerns raised above. I appreciate your willingness to provide 
the Committee with this information, and request that you respond to this request no" later than 
August 27, 2004. 

Sincerely, 

RENNER, JR. 

FJS/Jud. 
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The Honorable P. James Stlllellbremier, Jr. 
Chainn'P' 
Committee 0!1 the Judiciary 
U.S; HouBe of Representatives 
Wlllhinglon,DC 20515 

202 225 '?682 p. 1<12 

Office= of Legislative Affairs 

IYorA/Jigloo. D.C: ZIJJJO 

Septalt:ler 27 1 2004 

Tbis respoads to your letter of July 15, 2004, to Ule Deplll"!mellt of Justice reprdfng the 
applioation ofthe autJtrust Jaws in the railroa4 indlllltly. You note that the various &tatutozy 
~trust OXIIU1ptioas for railroad industty activitie& WWO enacted many li«:ades ago, and )'0\1 
question whether cwtmning this antitrust immlmity serves the pu'olio intCII'CIIl The Depadmw 

· appreciale$ having the benefit of your perspective on this important issue of competition policy. 

The anti\iust 1awB are the chid legal }llUteetor of the fi:ee.JIIlllbt prlncip1ea on which tbe 
American aconomy is based. BxperiCDCe has shown tbat competition lllllOlll businesses, each 
a.tt=p!ing to be auccesstbl In selling its products a serv:ioes, ·leads to better-quality products 
and serviow,Jower prioea, mu1 higher h:vcls of innovation. The antittust laws ensure that 
businesses will not stifle this eompe!ition to the detriment of conswners. Aocordingly, tho 
Dcpllrtuwnt hu !rlstorioally opposed Bffoi1s to create sector-specific exemptions to the antitrust 
Jawa. Tho I>epartment believes &UCh exemptions can be justified only in rare instances, when the · 
fil!ldmumtal ftee..matkct values underlying the antitrust laws are compellingly outwdghed by a 
clearly ~arnmount and clearly iricom.patib~ p\lhlio policy objective. 

Jn thelirst decade& of the past c:entmy, for example, Congl'css emicted aotilnla1 
cxanptiolis iD industries in which it believed nonna1 fi:ce.market competition to be unworkable. 
These iudustrles included the raihoad, airliDc. tmclrjng, and telephoDe Industries. In lieu of 
competiti011 protected by tbe antitrust laws, Consress e&tablished comprehensive regulatory 
regimes that regulated price&, semcc oft'arings. and JDaJtet 8llily as well u othe:r aapoc;ts of thee 
induslrlell. Thcae replatory regimes often lnc:lucled statutory antitrust exemptions for eonduct 
approved by thr: regu1atmy agency. And if tho regulatcey regime was sutncientlyperwsive, the 
courts could hold that it had implicitly displacod private damages teCOVel)' under the antitrust 
laws. See Keogh v. Chicaso NOrlhwester.n Railway, 260 U.S. 156 (1922); SquareD Co. v, 
Niapra. Frontie:r Tari1fBureau, 476 t,T.S. 4051 (1986). 

In the last decades of the past ceDtury, policymakera began to reeonsider whether 
competition was truly unworkablo in thesc imtustries, and efTotts were undmtaken to replaco 
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~et regulati~ with competition where posst'ble. As these industries became deregulated, 
antitrust exemption& no longer made sae. In the case of airlines. for exampi., the lllllibust 
oxemptibn for merges approved by the Civil AeronaWcs BOIIIli was repealed and, after a 
transilion.pcrioa, merger enf01Wlllent in the airline industry reverted to the Department of J'uath:c 
under the &mitnJat laws. 

lD 199S, whcD Congress abolished thel'Dterlltate Commereo Commissi011 ~ eR:aled the 
Surllce 1'rallspottation Board to retain some of the ICC's old IWgU]atory antholity, the 
~urged Coqress to luQ! avar review ofraihoad morgen to the antitrust enflm:ement 
agc;ncills. as it had done with airlines. Sa Statemmt of Steven C. S•msbinc; Deputy A&sistant 
Attorney Geuar:al, Antitru$t Division, Bef'orcllbe House Trausportati(Jil Subcommittee on 
Raib'oads,January 26, 199S (attached). Congress opted imtead to leave that respons.ibility with 
the Surfaee Transportation Board, with Bll acscmnpmying antitnllt ext~nptioa. with the 111stice . 
Depa&bn.mt limited to an adviSOl)' role befme the Surillce Transportation Board. See 4!l U.S.C. § 
l132l(a}. 

Your letter also describes three spllQific pn!Cticea' in the railroad. industry abDIIt which 
com:oms have boen raisec! about possible antieompetit!vc efl'eots. 

The fim practice il the. retbsal by a railroad that coutrols one segment of'a ti'eight 
movemeDt to quote rates sepat'ltcly tor that ''bottllmrck." segment, iDstead quotin:g rates only tor · 
the entil:o fh:igbt movement Y 0u note that this practice dcmica shippers the benelita of 
compelition on segmems of the mave whm an altanlltive carrier might compete for the 
busilless. Beeause o!the Swface Tr.ulaporta1ion 'Bc>aid's involvommt in approving these rates. 
and its acceptance of this pxactic:o, relief may not be available under the antitmst la.ws. If this. 
practice were subject to the antitutit laws, it could be evaluated 1111 a tefbaal to deal in po.sstble 
violation of1ection 2 of the Shc1mau Act. or as a tying arrangement in poSSible violation ot' 
section l of the Shennan AcL Wllc:tbef it would coll5titute an antitrust violation would depend 
on the particular facta. 

The second industry praeticc you desc:n'be is "piJPer barriers." Paper barriets are created 
wlum Class I railroad$ spin off aegntents of their trackage to short· line or low-4eaaity carrims 
wlth contractual tcmLs that prohibit the~ cariiers :&om competing with the C!as's I 
ralln!eds tbr b'Oainess. Since these c:ontractual terms are part of m underlying salo transac:tion 
tbat is raviewad and a~ by the Surface Trmsportation BO&Td, they may be exlllll)lted from 
the reach of the lll'1ti1rust laws, depending on theiiCCJllc of tho approvalla:a&W•P In each of the 
Board's relevant orders. Ifpaperbanicn; wcro IUbject to !he antitrust laws, they would be 
evaluated undenection 1 oflhe Shennan Ar.t. The Oopamnent would axiiJI!inowhethertbe 
restraint is ancillary to the sale of the traclmge- i&.. whether the iestraint is reasonably nec=sslll)' 
to achieve the pro-c:om.petitive benefits of the sale. · 
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The tbiid ~ praWCXI )'Oil describo is the praetice by both of the 1114ior wc:stem 
Cl~ I railroads.ofpublicly di.sclosh!g taatative prospective &hipping.l'llte offerings. Under the 
mtitnmt laws, the public discloaure qf priciDg inf'olllllltlon among c:ompe!itors can, under some 
circumstaDccs. ~liwe coUwtion aWl result in increased prices, in violation of sectiw 1 of\1\o 
Sb,en:nanAct. See, -.g., United States v. Airline T&rift'hbU~ Co., 1994 Trade Cas. (CCB) 
, 70,687 (D.D.C. 1994). Publicly BDDouncing pl'OSP8Ctive rates outside the I:CIII1inc. of 1. nte 
approval }lfOCeeding at the SurDoe Transportation Boald ia likely to be lllbjec:t to reviliW under 
the antiliU&t laws. U'you tnow of III1YOJl8 who has iniimnation tbat you believe UJight be use1b1 
for ~aluating this practil:e Ullder the antitrust lawa, please encowage them to contact the 
Aatitrust Divmon. 

Tharllc: you for briJI&ing yollf interest in theae iBSUeS to our attllll~ and for soliciting our 
views as you cousider theBD imleB. If we can ba oftbxther aoistauce, please do not hmtate to 
~~ . 

Sin~. 

'J.iJL.t.1-1~ 
Williatn B. Moscbella. 

. Assistant Attorney Geaeral 
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THE WESTERN COAL TRAFFIC LEAGUE 
1224 seventeenth Street. N.W. 

OlllcaJs 

lllark w. Schwlrlz 
Adzona Bectrfc Power Coop., Inc. 
Benson, Arizona 

Ptssldsnt 

.,.... Freund 
MdAmarfcM Enei'!JI' Co. 
Davenport. Iowa 

V1c9 PnJSiJ8tll 

Dllvld Lalfere 
Kansas Clly Power & Light Co. 
Kansas City, MlssDUII 

. 1'luasuR!r 

ExecUIMI Board 

Mark w. Sclawirlz 
Arizona Eleclric Power Coop, Inc 
Benson, Ari>lona 

Paul Freand 
MldAmerican Energy Co. 
Davenpoll, Iowa 

David Lalfere 
Kansas Cily Power l Ughi Co. 
Kansas City, Mip90Uri 

MarlcD.Wemer 
Clly Public SIIIVice Boanl 
San Antonio, TelC8S 

Robert Davis 
Mimesota l'tJww 
DIIIUih, Mlnnasota 

Dan D. Kloack 
Omaha PIJJiic Power Dlstrlct 
Omaha, Nebraska 

flandall Rahill 
Wes\!Jr Energy 
TOileka. Kansas 

Marc D. Flppln 
lower Colorado Rivvr Authorily 
Austin, T6l(88 

Washington, D.C. 20036-3003 

(202) 659-1445 

August 27, 2004 

The Honorable Roger Nober 
Chairman 
Surl"ace Transportation Board 
1925 K Street, N.W., Suite 810 
Washington. D.C. 20423-0001 

Dear Mr. Ominnan: 

. I write in connection with the letters you received 
ftom the railroads on the subject of Fall Peak Service ~d 
which you made public on August 6, 2004. 

Therein. to varying degrees, the nation's major coal 
hauling railroads suggest that their current inability io enjoy rates 
of return equal to the cost of their capital will~ their capacity 
to make fu1ure capital investmems. The repHcant for BNSF is 
particularly outspoken in this connection and uses coal traffic as an 
example of a commodity whose transportation by the railroads 
requires huge capi1al investmentll which investmentll generate 
anemic returns. 

It merits note that BNSF offers no support for it11 
aspersions of coal traffic other than itll vague complaint that the 
"value" received by railroads for coal tnmsporlation services bas 
declined in recent yeatS. You and I heard similar claims fi:oin 
various railroad spokesmen during the course of the Board's recent 
Site Visit to the Powder River Basin. . 

The pmpose of this lett« is to dispel the notion that 
coal traffic is, in some undefined manner, contn"buting to the 
railroads' inadequate revenues. At my direction. William 
Whitehurst, a prominent tmnsportation economist, prepared the 
attached computations which demonstrate tbat fer the last twe 
years for which data is avsilable from the Board (2001 and 2002) 
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The Honorable Roger Nober 
August27, 2004 
Page2 

coal traffic: earned retums for its rai11ransporlels very appreciably greater tban the capital 
costs of their invested capital. Specifically, for the years 2001 and 2002, the ~or coal 
haulers reaped revenues of $1.2 and $1.4 billion more than thOir full costs for transporting 
coal traffic which costs, as computed by your staff, include a return on invesllihmt at a 
rate equal to the cost of capital (14.1 percent and 13.7 percent). 

AB the at1ached da1a demonstmtes, railroad chDms tbat coa1 traffic is not 
paying its way are 1liiSilpPOl1l!d by the ID11road cost and profit data prepared b)r the Board. 

On behalf of. the Western Coal Tm.ffic League, I ask that you include my 
letter together with MI. Wliiteburst's attscbed computations in tbe record in Ex Parte No. 
655. Pow@ River Basin Site Visit I also want to usc this opportunity to thank yon on 
the League's behalf for includiDg our delegation-on your Site Visit. 

MWS:Idin 
Enclosure 
cc: Hon. Frank Mulvey 

Hon. Doug Buttrey 
MI. Matt Rose 
MI. Richard Davidson 

Sincerely, 

)(dw.~v 
Mark W. Schwirtz 
President 
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W. W. Whitehurst & Associates, Inc. 

U'le 
t!.2. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Comparison rA Revenues to Fully-Aiooated Costs (Including Cost rA Capital) 
for Coal Traffic (STCC 11) · 

Handled by lhe Four Major U.S. Class I Railroads 

Source or BNSF +UP + NS + CsxT 
Descripllpn ComRulaUQJJ ~ 2002 

. (1) 121 (3) (4) 

Coal Traffic Revenues Nola 1 $ 7,799,615,922 $ 7,677,558,395 

Railroad Cost rA Capital Nole2 14.1%. 13.7% 

Coal Traffic Fully-Allocated Costs 
(lncl cost rA Capital) ·. Nols3 s 6,615,751.358 $ 6,276,324,957 

Coal Traffic Revenue to Fully-AIIoc:atad 
Costs (lllcl Cost of Capital) Ratio L1ll.3 1.18 1.22 

Coal Trafllc Revenues Ovari{Unde" 
Coal Trame Fully-Allocated Costs 
{lncl Cost of Capital) L1·L3 s 1, 183,864,54!4 $ 1,401,233,438 

1 Sum rA Revenues for BNSF, UP, NS, and CSXT from STB Costed WaybiD Sample for 
2001 and 2002. 

2 URCS WT A4L205C1 for 2001 and 2002, derived from STB Ex Parte No. 558 (Sub-No. 5) 
decided 06/1412002 for 2001 and STB Ex Parte No. 558 (Sub-No. 6) deckled 06/11/2003 
for2002. 

3 Sum rA Fully..AIIocated Costs for BNSF, UP, NS, and CSXT, calculaled by applying each 
RRs Constant Cost Mark"' Ratio from URCS WT D8L617C11o Its Cosl Traffic Variable 
Costl; for each year. . 
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· .... - .. 

Surface Transportation Boud 
Wahington, D.C 20423-BOfJI 

op-.u of Econo111ks, Enviro,.,Mtlll dll~sir, and Administration 

Mr. William W. Whitehurst, Jr. 
W.W. Whitehurst& Associates, Inc. 
EconOmic Consultants 
12421 Happy Hollow Road 
Cockeysville, MD 21030 

Dear Mr. Whitehurst: 

. October 6, 2004 

This letter refers to the Carload Waybill Sample clara provided to you by the Board on 
December 2 and December 4, 2003. As a previous user of waybill data, you are awate of the 
STB's emphasis on protecting the confidentiality of this sensitive data, Aftet examining your 
·submission on behalf of the Western Coal Tmffic League, it is clear that you ~ tho railroads' 
"Unmasked revenue" that we inadvem:utly seilt in the December 2 package. This highly 
¢0Dfidential revenue data is for internal Boald use only, and not to be released to users of waybill · 
data. 

Waybill data is the property of the STB, and is released to users with cettain c:onditions. 
One of the Pn!IWY corulitions is that access to waybill data is for a limited period of time. These · 
conditioiiS are outlined in 49 CFR 1244.9. We th-rore request that all the waybill data 
provided to you on December 2 and December 4, 2003 as well a! all reports generated from that''·· 
data either be returned to the Board or destroyed. Further, we require that you provide a written 
certification that all the original data, ccipied data, and any reports derived from the dsts stating 
that these dsts have been returned or destroyed. Obviously, you are precluded from using this 
infurmation for any :further analyses. 

We ask that you comply with this request by no later than October 22, 2004. Failure to 
do so could jeopardize your future ability to obtsio waybill data. 

'' : .,_ 
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W. W. WHrra!.URST &: AssoCIATES, INc. 
Ealo."OUIC O!Nsm.TANIS 

12421 HAI'I'Y Hotl.oW RoAD 
CClCKBSVII.Ui. MARYwiO 21030 

PHoNt (~10) 252 -14-22 
FAC51M11.E (410) 561 • 9215 

October 12, 2004 

Mr. Leland L. Gardner, Director 
Office of Economics, Environmental Analysis, 

and Administration 
Su.tface Transportation Board 
1925KSI:reet,N.W; 
Washington. D.C. 20423-0001 

Dear Mr. GaJ:dner; 

p.2 

This letter responds to your letter to me of October 6, 2004. which I attach 
hereto for ease of reference. In that letter, you ask that I return or destroy certain 
data the Surface Transportation Board rSTB" or "Board") furnished to me on 
December 2 and 4, 2003, destroy any reportS derived from this data, and cease its 
use in future analysis. You make these requests under the authority of 49 c.F.R. 
1244.9 Procedures for the release of waybill data. Your invocation of C.F.R. 

. 1.244.9-suggests that you are misinformed regarding the data I received and the 
· terms and conditions under which it was furnished. · 

AS a professional transportation consultant, I have a need in the ordinary 
course of my practice for publicly usable information on the revenue/ cost ratios 
of products moving in rail commerce. Mindful of the confidentiality constraints 
applicable. to the Waybill Sample, 1 concluded that the analyses generated 
annually by the Board on rail revenue/ cost ratios in Ex Parte No. 347 (Sub-No. 
2). Rate Guidelines-Non Coal Proceedings were a promising source of the non
confidential information in which I was interested. Each year, as part of the STB 
Ex Parte No. 347 (Sub-No. 2) "Revenue Shortfall Allocation Method" ("RSAM") 
and" Average Revenue-to-Variable Cost>180" ("R/VC>180"') computations, the 
srB costs the Waybill Sample using Uniform Railroad Costing System ("'URCS") 
unit costs. I surmised that the information provided by these STB computations, 
aggregated at a sufficiently high level, might provide information that I was 
seeking on a basis that would not violate confidentiality restraints and hence be 
available to the public upon request. 
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In the summer of 2002, I approached the Board lo inquire about the Ex 
Parte No. 347 (Sub-No. 2) analyses. My queries were directed to Mr. James A. 
Nash, the Board official charged with the authority to release data. Mr. Nash 
confirmed my supposition that some Ex Part No. 347 (Sub-No. 2) analytical 
:results on rail revenue/ cost ratios for numerous commodities are available as 
publicly usable information. For example, the SfB makes available on a non
confidential basis data by railroad by two-digit srcc code that shows variable 
cost. average Revenue-tO-Variable Cost ("R/VC") ratio, and percent of 
Commodity Revenue in each major R/VC cell (i.e. R/VC<lOO, 100<R/VC<180, 
and R/VC>180). 

Specifically, on July 22, 2002, Mr. Nash and I discussed the fact that 
aggregated railroad variable cost and revenue data by major R/VC cell from the 
Ex Parte No. 347 (Sub-No. 2) analyses at a two-digit STCC level by railroad was 
sufficiently aggregated that there were no confidentiality concerns. At this 
aggregation level, there is no shipper-specific data. no origin or destination 
information. no physical volume information, and no route of movement 
information. Accordingly, the STB provided this information to me, without any 
restrictions on its use, and I have since used thls information on various 
occasions in non-confidential presentations to my clients, prospective clients, and 
the Board. In the summer of 2002, the STB provided data in this format for year 
2000, the year then most recently available. Subsequently, in conformance with 
this non-confidential authorization, the STB has provided to me data in this same 
format for calendar years subsequent to 2000 as it has become available. It is 
data in this format for calendar year 2002 that I received on December 2 and 
December 4, 2003. 

Under the foregoing circumstances, I believe you will understand why I 
am offended by your contention that I am in possession of highly confidential 
information released to me under the strictures of 49 C.F .R. 1244.9 which you are 
attempting to apply and which you imply I have violated. Please advise me if I 
am somehow misinformed. 

Verytrulyyours, 1j._£ I --l.-

fV~ qj_ ~~- rr- ··--
William W. Whitehurst, Jr. 

Attachment 
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&rfatt tflransportation iioarb · 
llsaiJiogtDu, 11.<!1. 20423-0001 

Ofrll!e of .BconOIIJks, Envirotunental Attalyrb, lltld Administrtllion 

Mr. William W. Whitehurst. Jr. 
W. W. Whitehurst & Associates, lnc. 
Ec:onomie ConsultaulS 
12421 Happy HoUow Road 
Cockeysville, MD 21030 

Dear Mr. WhitehUISt: 

October 25, 2004 . 

This letter is in response to your letter of October 12,2004. Upon review of your 

p.2 

.. comments, it is clear to us that the proper procedures for processing requests for waybill data 
were not followed. and we can thetefore UDderstJind your belief that the ilata provided by the 
Board was non-confidential and available for public use. 

Nevertheless, as we pointed out in our October 6 letter, we inadvertently released 
"unmasked revenue" which is confidential and not to be released outside of the Board. 
Moreover, our review indiclltl:s that the 200 liCVenue we released was also "1mm11skcd". It is the 
recoveey of this confidential revenue information that is the basis for our request Dot to use the 
data for any further analyses and to either return the dllla or certifY that the data have been 
destroyed and will not be used in the future. 

Our procedures for protessing requests for waybill data requite that the request be in 
writing, specifically identifying the requestor, the year or years of data requested, what the data 
will be used for, and shall be directed to the Director's Office. 
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We hope Ibis expllllllltion clarifies our teaSOnS fOl" our request and identifies the required steps for 
obtaining publicly available information from the Board. 

We appreciate your cooperation with respect to the disposition of the data as descn"bed in 
our letter . 
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W. W. WHm!atJur & AssOC1ATES1 1NC. 

Mr. Leland L. Gardner, Director 

EccNoMic C0Nsut.TANI5 

124.21 HAPI'Y HDUDWROAD 
~MAitYLAND 21030 

1'HlN! (410) 252-2422 
FACSIUII.E (UO) 561 • 9215 

November 11, 2004 

Office of Economics, Environmental Analysis, 
and Administration 

Surface Transportation Board 
1925 K Stteet, N.W. 
Washington. D.C. 20423-0001 

Delu- Mr. Gardner: 

Thank you for your letter of October 25, 2004 regarding the confidentiality of 
Surface Transpon.ation Board rSTB"' or "Board") backup from deciSions in STB Ex Parte 
No. 347 (Sub-No. 2) Rate Gujdeljnes - Nnn-Cgol Pmc;eedjnp . 

In your most recent letter you indicate that the unmasked revenue data I have 
received from the Board, &om time-to-time, is confidential. While some unmasked 
revenue information from the waybill sample is clearly confidential. I question whether 
the·information I1!leased to me with the approval of Mr. Nash fits into that category. For 
that reason. I request clarification. Pending receipt of this clarification,. I have 

· .quarantined the unmasked revenue data for 2001 and 2002 provided to me and wiD not 
use it until I have received yow: explanation as to why it is confidential.. · 

It is my understanding that only revenues associated with contract shipments 
may be masked. These revenues are encrypted. or masked, to safeguard the 

· confidentiality of the contract rates. The revenues provided to me by the STB, in 
accordance with my discussions with Mr. Nash. from its Ex Parte No. 347 (Sub-No. 2) 
~Revenue Shortfall Allocation Method" ("RSAM") and" Average Reven~to-Variable 
Cost>180" ("R/VC>180") computations are aggregated by railroad at the two-digit 
STCC code level In my opinion,. when "unmasked" revenues are provided at this level 
of aggregation il1\d are combined with other tariff revenues, the confidentiality of 
contract rates is well protected, for the following reasons: 

1.- ·There is no identification of contract shipment waybills (contract shipment flags). In 
fact, there is no waybill identification at all 
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2.- All :tev~ues for the given two-digit STCC are sw:runed together and cannot be 
separately identified. For each individual railroad. at the two-digit STCC level. the 
unmasked revenues will contain a combination of contract :rates and rates for . 
movements that a:re not under c:Ontract, and hence a:re not •masked'". Even if all 
movements of the conunodities.within the scope of a two-digit STCC are at contraet 
rates. these individual contract rates are aggregated together with no identifying 
characteristics of the separate rates making up the total Further, even the number of 
waybills that contributed to the aggregated revenue amount is not revealed. 

3.- For traffic movements that involve more than one railroad, the revenues associated 
With each participating :railroad are estimated by the STB using its revenue allocatiOn 
algorithm (which may not be the saine as the actual revenue divisiOns). Therefore, for 
any one :railroad revenues for a given two-digit STCC will include some combination of 
SingJe.car.rier revenues plus an apportioned share of multi-carrier revenues. 

4.- Other potential contract movement identifiers that might disclose contract shipment · 
. information may ~lude: shipment origin, shipment destination. route of movement. 

number of carriers, length of haul. physical volume (caiS, car-miles, tons, ton-miles, etc.), 
ear ow:nenbip, size of shipment, etc. NONE of this information is present in the Ex Parte 
No. 347 (Sub-No. 2) revenue data furnished to me. 

5.- The other Ex Parte No. 347 (Sub-No. 2) data component ftunished to me is variable 
s:m§. NONE of the contract movement identifiers listed immediately above is contained 
in these Ex Parte No. 347 (Sub-No. 2) variable cost data. The variable costs a:re the · 
ou.tputs generated by applying Uniform Railroad Costing System ("URCS") unit costs to 
individual movement characteristics and then aggregating these variable costs at the 
two-digit STCC level. Given that there are approximately eight major URCS unit cost 
categories (some of which contain DLR and ROI components as well as an OPR 
component), :reverse engineering movement characteristics of a single contract waybill 
from the variable costs would be a daunting project. (For example, do the vanable costs 
reflect a large shipment moving a short distance or a small shipment moving a long 
distance.) Aggregation at the two-digit STCC level converts such an effort from highly 
improbable to impossible. 

6.- Revenues are compared to variable costs by railroad only at the aggregated two-digit 
srcc level. Thus, there is no linkage of revenues to variable costs for individual 
waybills. 

I would appreciate your considered evaluation of these points and response. HI 
am missing 60me aspect of contract rate confidentiality that would be :revealed by 
furnishing unmasked revenueS by railroad at the two-digit STCC level, please inform me 
of what it is. 
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Also, if aggregating unmas'ked revenues by railroad at the two-digitSTCC level is 
not a suffidently high level to safeguard the confidentiality of rates contained in 
confidential transportation contracts, at what level of aggregation do unmasked 
revenues achieve safeguarding of confidentiality of contract rates? 

As I stated in my earlier respome, I am seeking publicly usable information that 
can be provided by the 5I'B without confidentiality constraints. 

Attachmemt 

cc: Mr. Mark W. Schwirtz 
President 
The Western Coal Traffic League 

William W. Whitehurst. Jr. 
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NOV 2 3 Z004 

Office of Economics, Environmenral An11lysis, and Administration 

, Mr. William W. Whitehurst, Jr. 
W .W. Whitehurst & Associates, lrn:. 
Economic Consultants 
12421 Happy Hollow Road 
Cockeysville, MD 21030 

Dear Mr. Whitehurst: 

lbis letter is in response to your letter dated November 11, 2004, requesting clarification as to 
OllT position that the information released to you for the years 2001 and 2002 should be treated as 
confidential. Notwitbstanding any verbal agnoement or understanding you may have: concluded from 
discussions with lames Nash, the data provided to you by Mr. Nash WRS developed using llXUilASked 
revenues which are always confidential and not made available to the public under any circumstaoces. 

I believe this clarification is sufficient and brings this matter to a close. Please return the data as 
previonsly requested, or certiiY that you have destroyed the data and will not use it in the future. 

We ask: that you act on this request by no later than December l 5, 2004. Your compliance is 
essential and will facilitate the handling of any future r;equests for STB data. · 

asmCiL 
eland L. Gardner 

Dm:ctor 

Received 
NOV ·• ' ~no. l ., ;I,~J'! 
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THE WESTERN COAL TRAFFIC LEAGUE 
1224 Seventeenth Street, N.W. 

Officers 

Mark W. Schwlrtz 
AriZOna Electric Power Coop., Inc. 
Benson, Arizona 

Pre$ident 

Paul Freund 
MidArnerican Energy Co. 
Davenport, Iowa 

VICe Pmsident 

David Lalfere 
KansaS Clly Power & Light Co. 
Kansas City, Missouri 

Tf98surot 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

(202) 659-1445 

December 8, 2004 

The Honorable Roger Nober 
Chairman 
Surface Transportation Board 
1925 K Street, N.W., Suite 810 
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001 

Dear Roger. 

Executive Board I write to bring to your attention my concern over 
recent actions by your staff which seek to suppress certain 

:Z"!!e=~~ Coop., Inc. information in m~ letter to you on behalf of the :V estern ~o~ Tra~c 
Benson, Arizona League (WCTL) m Ex Parte No. 655, Powder River Basm Site Visit, 

Paul Freund 
MldAmerlcan Energy Co. 
Davenport, Iowa 

David Laffere 
Kansas City Powar & Light Co. 
Kansas City, Missouri 

Mark D. Werner 
City Public Service Board 
San Antonio, Texas 

Robert Davis 
Minnesota Power 
DuiU\11, Minnesota 

Dan D. Kloock 
Omaha Public Power District 
Omaha, Nebraska 

RandaiRahm 
Westem Resources 
Topeka, Kansas 

Daniel Kuehn 
Lower Colorado River Authority 
Austin, Texas 

which letter I attach hereto for ease of reference as Appepdix A. 

In my letter, I pointed out, on the basis of data 
compiled by the Board, that coal traffic is extremely profitable to the 
nation's major railroads. While the railroads have mustered little to 
refute this economic reality, your staff appears to have come to their 
aid by ordering the destruction of the Board-generated data which I 
presented in my letter and which demonstrates the indisputable 
profitability of railroad coal traffic (see correspondence attached as 
Appendix B). 

As I read it, your staff initially sought to squelch 
WCTL's presentation contending that it was based upon data 
improperly obtained by WCTL's economist, William Whitehurst 
(Ap,pendix B, letter from Gardner to Whitehurst, I 0/6/04). When it 
became obvious that the staff's contentions about how our data was 
obtained were meritless (Appendix B, letter from Whitehurst to 
Gardner 10/12104) your staff, nonetheless, renewed its demand that 
our data be voided on the grounds that it is "confidential" (Appendix 
!!, letter from Gardner to Whitehurst 11123/04). 
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The Honorable Roger Nober 
December 8, 2004 
Page2 

I fail to grasp why the railroad revenue and cost data contained in my letter 
is confidential. As the correspondence discloses, it was initially made available by the 
Board because it was not confidential. When your staff reversed course and claimed that 
it was confidential, it offered no support for its changed position nor did it even 
acknowledge the six separate reasons which our economist offered to demonstrate the 
non-confidential nature of the data. 

The unsupported position of your staff that unmasked railroad revenue data 
is "always confidential" fails to respond to Mr. Whitehurst's reasoned position to the 
.contrary and, more importantly, undercuts WCTL's position in this proceeding on the 
highly profitable nature of its coal transportation business which is a subject of particular 
importance to our members. Roger, I am hopeful that you will personally investigate this 
matter. This episode illustrates why shippers feel so overwhelmed by what we believe are 
the influences of the railroads at the.STB. 

MWS:kfm 
Enclosures 
cc: ~r.PaulFreund 

Mr. David Laffere 
Mr. Randall Rahm 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
President 
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(Jullllly of Serp/ce 

WHEREAS, The Staggers Rail Act of 1980 provided for the deregulation of competitive rail traffic 
and directed the Interstate Commerce Commission (now superseded by the Surface Transportation 
Board under the Department of Transportation) to continue to maintain reasonable rates where there is 
an absence of effective competition for rail traffic within the Board's jurisdiction; and 

WHEREAS, Today, 2S years after passage of the Staggers Rail Act, over half of the electric energy in 
the United States is generated using coal, the majority of which is transported to electric utilities under 
non-competitive conditions, by no more than two railroad companies serving any coal region, which 
charge unjustifiably high monopoly prices for unreliable service, even though they are presumably 
subject to regulatory supervision by the Surface Transportation Board; and 

WHEREAS, This body, the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC), 
passed a resolution in March of 1984, almost 22 years ago, voicing similar concerns about the lack of 
appropriate regulatory standards and alternatively the lack of competitive market conditions within the 
rail industry; and 

WHEREAS, Today, 20 years after the last NARUC resolution on this issue, the railroad industry has 
consolidated to such a great extent that there are only 4 Class I railroads providing over 90% of the 
nation's rail transportation; and 

WHEREAS, Today, in 2006, the nation is experiencing record high prices for natural gas, which has 
dramatically increased the cost of both natural gas and electricity service to the millions of business 
and residential customers in this country; and 

WHEREAS, The cost of producing electricity with a gas-fired plant is several times higher than the 
cost of producing electricity with a coal-fired plant; and 

WHEREAS, This econ~mic statistic means that exiSting coal-fired electric generation should be used 
as much as possible in lieu of gas-fired generation in order to produce electricity more economically 
and to avoid upward pressure on natural gas prices; alld 

WHEREAS, Coal plants in the United States are dependent on reliable rail delivery and sufficient 
capacity to carry coal supplies coming out of the Powder River Basin in Montana and Wyoming, the 
lllinois Basin and the Appalachian region, yet only two railroad companies are available to ship coal 
out of any of these regions; and 

WHEREAS, The 4 Class I railroads have had significant reliability and capacity problems and have 
reduced their coal deliveries to firm contract customers in numerous States by 10 - 2So/o, thereby 
dramatically reducing 'lhe amount of coal inventory available for current and future electricity 
production; and 

WHEREAS, These reduced coal shipments have resulted in a substantially diminished ability of many 
electric utilities to rely on lower-cost electricity production from their existing coal plants, thereby 
necessitating the substitution of much higher priced gas-fired production or nwket purchases of gas
fired generation to make up the difference; and 
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WHEREAS, These higher costs of substitute gas-fired electricity have resulted in significant rate 
increases to customers of rural electric cooperatives, public power authorities, and investor-owned 
utilities all serosa the country, totaling billions of dollars, and have placed upwards pressure on natural 
gas market prices; and 

WHEREAS, These billions of dollars in higher energy bills have contributed to a higher manufactured 
product cost for many industries, lower net business earnings, less disposable household income, and 
diminished economic productivity across the country; and 

WHEREAS, This problem could be alleviated through legislative and regulatory reform at the federal 
level that would ensure more reliable rail service, more railroad capacity, more rail carrier options for 
shippers, and more equitable rates for affected rail shippers; now therefore be it 

RESOLVED, That the Board of Directors of the National Association of Regulatory Utility 
Commissioners (NARUC), convened in its February 2006 Winter Meetings in Washington, D.C., 
urges Congress to immediately address and resolve these issues by enacting legislation which would 
empower the Surface Transportation Board to develop and enforce quality of service standards and 
implement a more equitable rate-setting process, and to interpret the existing deregulation law to 
promote competition as well as to ensure reasonable rates in a competitive market, and to also remove 
the railroad industry's exemption from the federal antitrust laws; and be it further 

RESOLVED, That NARUC urges the development of specific federal legislation that would create 
mandatory reliability standards for the nation's railroad system, enforced by the Surface Transportation 
Board, along with rate reform to ensure just and reasonable rates, particularly in the absence of true 
competition, since this nation is no less dependent on a reliable and reasonably-priced rail system than 
we are on a reliable and reasonably-priced electric transmission system; and be it further 

RESOLVED, That NARUC calls upon the members of the Surface Transportation Board to exercise 
theii existing regulatory authority to protect rail customers and consumers in this country, and to 
support Congressional efforts to pass the additional legislation necessary to ensure reliable rail service 
at just and reasonable rates, and enhance additional competition within the rail industry. 

Spotuoml by the Ctlmllflttee on Electricity 
AdoptM by the NARUC Bot~nl of Directors Febr11ary, 2006 
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February 20, 2007 

The HOnorable Norm CoiEimari 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Coleman: 

Fox 218·720·2508 I Co/1218·590-4287 I E·1118/1 dmcmHian@allers.com 

'So...~~- -s.-......~ \ ~ 
f..R-~ ~~4-u 
~.. k:.\.cl'o v.... .. lo.v 

Thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule on Thursday, February 15th to meet 
with me and Bill Libro. of our Washington office. As you know our large electric ;power 
customers, all in Internationally competitive markets, are the backbone of the eoonomy 
in northeastern Minnesota. Minnesota Power has an ongoing commitment to provide 
reliable and economical energy to these customers. 

Your ongoing work on th~ captive rail issue and past help on issues like Minnesota's 
inclusion in the Environmental Protections Agency's Clean".Air Interstate Rule· are, I 
believe, examples of your strong commitment to both the State of Minnesota and 
Minnesota Power. We appreciate the past help and look ferward to working with you in 
the future. 

Please feel free to call.me or Bill Libro in our Washington office at any time if we can be 
of service. 

c: Tony Eberhard 
Jordan Talge 

d ' 

* 
** ,.,.1,:tn.aa · 1'0,: 

30 wost sup<:rior street I dv/ulh, mlnnesotrl 55802·20~3/218-723·3958/ www.mnpower.com o•'' * • .. ,,, 
-----------~--~--~------~----~~-----------~ 
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tlnittd ~tBtrJ ~matt 
WASHINGTON, DC 20&10 

Murch 2, 2(107 

Dear Colleague, 

We are writing to urge you to cosponsor the Railroad Antitrust Enforcemept Act 
of2007. This bill eliminates one of the broadest remaining antitrust exemptions- one 
that is antiquated, has no public policy justification, and is protecting anticompctitive 
conduct by the railroad industry. 

The lack of competition resulting from the antitrust exemption has allowed freight 
railroads to reap record profits- while providing unreliable service and charging 
exorbitant fees. Utilities. paper mills and agricultural groups have been subject to 
declining service, unreliable rail shipments and unreasonably high rates. In August 2006, 
the state Attorneys General of seventeen states sent a join letter to the House and Seilate 
Judiciary Committees asking Congress to remove the railroad antitrust exemption. 

That is why we plan to introduce the Railroad Antitrust Enforcement Act. llte
\egislation will repeal the railroad antitrust exemptions in the antitrust and transportation 
statutes, so that antitrust law fully covers railroads as other industries. It will permit the 
Justice Department and FTC to review mergers under the antitrust law and it will 
eliminate the antitrust exemptions for mergers, acquisitions, collective ratemaking and 
coordination among railroads. The bill will also allow stale Attorneys General !llld other 
private parties to sue for treble damages and to sue for court orders to halt anti- · 
competitive conduct, both of which are not currently allowable under federalla'iv. 

This legislation is a first and fundamental step toward ensuring competition in the 
consolidated railroad industry. For more information, or if you would like to cosponsor; 
please contact Molly Harris with Senator Kohl (4-1883) or Jordan Talge with Senator 
Coleman (4-7589). 

· Kii-'· 
Kohl Norm Coleman 

United States Senator United States Senator 
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